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Editors’ Note
The past publications have seen an interdisciplinary revolution and this volume also
offers wide range of articles in the study of ICT, Psychology and Media
communications. A decade ago, the study of ICT, psychology and media was the
area of several overlapping sub-disciplines that had little or no interaction. ICT
professionals, psychologists, and even media practitioners were all struggling to
understand the most fundamental and impactful aspect of personality trait and each
discipline strived in total separate disciplines. However, that has changed and
interdisciplinary studies are growing, and the influence of this transformation in our
understanding of the interdisciplinary mechanisms, causes, and impacts of
judgement and awareness is emerging.
This publication presents a selection of contributions that were made in the project
dissertation in ICT, Computing, Psychology and Media studies in TMC Academy
higher diploma and degree studies. The learners and academics stressed the
importance of various ICT, IT, computing, Psychology and Media related issues and
concepts from the point of view of the authors’ perception using narrative literature
review. The contributions which appear in this volume, some of which were important
proposals made in the course of the study and at the workplace. The focus is on
some of the principle levels used while reviewing ICT, Psychology and Media related
issues and emerging trends from the point of view of individual, job and
organizational levels. This volume is intended to be of relevance and interest to
learners, academics, practitioners, and also future graduates who aspire to become
professionals in the field of work and behaviour who are aware of the importance of
technology, personality traits and media communications.
The papers have been selected to be of interest to students, learners, academics,
professionals and prospective graduates who aspire to become professionals and
deal with a range of interesting issues. Prospective graduates who are beginning and
in the midst of their project dissertation and graduates who are aspiring their career
journey have also contributed to this edition.
This edition includes six papers that offered to be an opening for a myriad of topics to
which the exploratory and narrative literature review offers a wide perspective both in
terms of theoretical orientations as well as for the details about how analysis and
synthesis is performed. These papers also provide a platform where concepts
and project works are not only presented, but openly discussed.
The first paper critically comments and informs ICT Diploma, Higher Diploma and
computing degree graduates about social coding, social computing technologies, the
joy of programming, collaborating and for applying the knowledge gained during their
pursuit of academic studies in their future workplace and for enhancing their graduate
employability skills to become professional software developers and programmers.
The second paper intends to explore a narrative review and inform software
developers about the methodologies applied in the University of Greenwich’s
Computing degree project with an educational industry project work. The definition of
Software Architecture; its importance; stakeholders of an architecture; presenting
requirements of an architecture; comparison of industrial and academic approaches,
as well as discussion about the benefits of use of architecture in software
engineering. A complete narrative review in the context of Web Development is
presented.
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Third paper offers a narrative review and justification of author’s findings on websoftware development as part of a double credit project course in his computing
degree project with University of Greenwich. This article covers different websoftware programming language as well as its supporting languages.
The fourth paper discusses the domain of knowledge, which prompted the
investigation and reported to explore the structural organisation. The outcomes of the
study generally support some of the basic theoretical premises from past research
that personality-trait categories can be organised hierarchically, but the observed
patterns were not consistent with the exact predictions. The discrepancy between
previous and current findings in a wider psychological context is also discussed.
The fifth article presents the global culture, values and ethical beliefs of an open
society in global culture context. Throughout the article, it also questions the
importance of cultural homogenisation in the era of globalisation, and how a
significant culture and identity has greatly put up to the idea of global freedom among
different nationalities.
The last article addresses the primary issue of the ultimate control of the Singapore’s
government in the media space and how the censorship of political issues especially
prevents opposition parties, civil society opponents and other foreign journalists to
comment on sensitive local matters.
These intellectual writings serve as possible examples for the diverse targets and
practical subject of interdisciplinary discussions. These papers bridge gaps between
the various fields and thereby promote Infocomm technology, psychology and media
communications and their connections in various fields.
We are thankful to the authors of these papers and to the organizations,
communities, and industries that have supported them in their work. We are also
very thankful for the assistance and efforts of the academics who have served
on the Advisory Board, and generously given of their time and expertise as
reviewers for TMC Journal. Lastly, our heartfelt appreciation goes to the
management team at TMC for their continuing strong support for the TMC
Journal and to our enthusiastic readership who eagerly awaits each issue. We
look forward to receiving constructive feedback from our readers and also to
receiving many more manuscripts for publication.
Ms. Preethi Kesavan (Editor in Chief)
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Journey towards a Professional Computer Programmer

A Holistic Perspective of Social Coding and
Social Computing Technologies: A Journey
towards a Professional Computer Programmer
Preethi Kesavan
Dean, School of IT, Digital Media and Mass Communication
TMC Academy
preethi.k@tmc.edu.sg
Abstract
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has created new jobs such
as, the Online Community Manager, Social Media Advocate, Digital
Strategist, Sharing Economy Worker, Data Analytics, hardware and software
developers, and many more. Often when learners select a discipline such as
IT/ICT/Computing/Computer Science etc. to study and make their profession,
they know very less about what people in that profession really do. Lifelong
learning, up-skilling, and modern apprenticeship and education have
changed the pathway of the professional skill. Predominantly
IT/ICT/Computing graduates wish to become software developers or opt for
an administration job fearing the programmer’s job roles. The programmer or
highly professional coder is usually not born as a programmer. An individual
is able to become a professional programmer by receiving a full education
starting from the primary school education until at the university to acquire
the foundations of various programming concepts, techniques, including skills
from books, trainers, peers and professional social coding web sites. One is
usually a product of many years of practice, experience, often having
acquired a university qualification including strong foundation for
programming skills. Software development is a discipline traditionally
dominated by strong personalities. Software developers are individuals who
constantly learn, and they are individuals who continuously learn things
outside their comfort zone. Social coding, social computing and software
engineering are starting to make experimental use of social computing
technologies to increase teamwork. This article offers an overview of social
coding, social computing, knowledge, skills, and attitude towards becoming a
software developer and a programmer. Furthermore, it presents personality
traits that correlate with computer programming skills.
Purpose
The purpose of this article is to explore, critically comment and inform ICT, IT
Diploma, Higher Diploma and computing/Computer Science, IT degree
graduates about social coding, social computing technologies, the joy of
programming, collaborating and for applying the knowledge gained during
their pursuit of academic studies in their future workplace and for enhancing
their graduate employability skills to become professional software
developers and programmers.
Design/methodology/approach
The author used a narrative literature review method to search the related
online databases by using pre-defined keywords. This article is based on
significant materials which were obtained from the retrieved articles, and the
resulting discussion emphasises on providing critical comments for ICT, IT
Diploma, Higher Diploma and computing degree graduates who aspire to
become computer programmers and software developers.
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Practical Implications
This article is the author’s perspective review offering opinion emphasising
the significance of social coding, social computing and software development
personality traits that will be useful for organizations to appreciate that
graduates are produced with knowledge, skills, and judgement personality
traits as equally important experiences for becoming a professional software
developer.
Originality/value
The review of the retrieved articles suggests that more needs to be explored
about the social coding and social computing practices. It presents the
journey for acquiring knowledge, skills and judgement personality
characteristics are essential antecedents for becoming a professional
programmer and software developer upon graduation.
Paper Type: Perspective, opinion, and commentary
Keywords: Social Coding, Social Computing Technologies, Knowledge,
Skills, Judgement Attitude, Personality Traits

1.0

Introduction

Programming is a motivating and an interesting profession. It‟s not just an
IT/ICT/Computing training, where learners are constructing the most logical and welldesigned application according to some set of industry best practices; rather, there is
immense problem solving skills and innovation that goes into it as a creative value, if
individuals will. Instead of resolving and deciphering a particular problem the same
way for every project, learners must creatively change and adjust their thinking and
communication to meet the expectations of each project‟s participants.
Programming and software development is usually not well seen like other
professions. You know what doctors, trainers, lawyers, and accounting auditors do.
Their work routines and processes are well known since their professions are
established and majority of the population has directly or indirectly interacted with
them. On the other hand, software development and programming are different. Too
many people think that a website just appears by clicking few mouse clicks after a
programmer has spent time in front of the computer keyboard. Contrary to this
notion, software developers and programmers effectively adopt strategies for
networking and organizing tasks, develop their practical skills and accomplishing
status through social coding practices. These individuals start with extrapolating
someone else‟s technical codes and have the ability to see how to amend the code,
or cracking and resolving many projects that provides an opportunity for succeeding
in their future career to adapt to various problem situations. This paper offers an
overview of the social coding, social computing technologies and software
development resources to start as a hobby and interest for coding. Furthermore, the
knowledge, skills, judgement and personal traits required for becoming a computer
programmer or software developer is explored and presented in the following
sections.
2.0
Social
Development

Coding,

Social

Computing

Technologies

and

Software

Social coding is a method to developing software and writing programming codes
that places an importance on formal and informal collaboration. This approach
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influences individuals in discussion and sharing programming codes and practices.
Dave West, a Principal Analyst focused on Application Delivery Professionals for
Forrester Research commented social coding as:
“We're social animals, and the development of stuff tends to be social in
nature. We think a better way of thinking about it is as social development. It's
not just about the coding; it's about enabling business change and delivering
business value in a social way…Social coding is a fundamental change.”
Ip and Wagner (2008) defined “social computing technologies (SCT) such as microblogging, activity feeds, and social annotations, facilitate lightweight interactive
information sharing within the web browser”. On the other hand, Dabbish, Sturt, Tsay
and Herbsleb (2012) claimed that SCT change the focus of communication with
software developers and their accomplishments with automated artefacts. Budding
software developers express their passion, curiosities, and about their social
network. Thus, it is obvious in these literatures that when SCT are exercised in a
programming context there are opportunities to influence interconnected networks to
encourage the type of understanding which was only earlier on accessible to
programming and development groups situated in the same location. There are
several new trends in social coding community development practices encouraging
open source coding and software development projects.
2.1

SourceForge

SourceForge host source control for open source projects for free. It is a Web-based
service offers software developers a centralized online location to operate and
manage free and open-source software projects. It provides various reliable and
mostly free features (Koch, 2009). It comprises a source code warehouse, bug
tracking, mirroring of downloads for load balancing.
Documentation facilities,
developers‟ mailing lists, forums, and micro-blog are few tools that encourage social
coding and community software development activities (David and Rullani, 2008).
2.2 Code Project
There have also been other communities such as Code Project focused on
programming code inputs from the developers and code sharing. Code Project is an
open online platform for software developers and computer programmers with
editorial writings to influence coding interest on different topics and programming
languages such as web, software development, C++, Java, and other topics. Upon
registration with Code Projects programmers can become members for writing
and uploading their
articles
about
general
programming, GUI design, algorithms or collaboration and also programming code
for other people of similar interest to view (Post, Kendall, and Whitney, 2005).
2.3 GitHub
Social Coding GitHub is described as a social network for programmers
(Kalliamvakou, Gousios, Blincoe, Singer, German, and Damian, 2014).
GitHub‟s revolutionary platform is changing the way development teams can work
together. Using a code review tool, like Collaborator, along with GitHub helps
improve collaboration across the development team Russell (2013). GitHub's CEO
and founder Tom Preston-Werner, recently said:
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“We like the ideas of social networking. We think that developers work more
effectively when they work together. So let's take the ideas of a social
network and add on top of that code hosting, and let's create a site that
makes it easy to share and collaborate on code”.
A decade ago developers would not wish to give away their intellectual property
Russell (2013). GitHub encourages programmers to throw their side work up on
GitHub and show it off for the viewers to see. Software code is being public,
collective and shared with any one and which no one would have done this before.
2.4

Collaborator

Artefact sharing has recently influenced several programmers to share and provide
their views to other developers too. Collaborator is the best enterprise tool for joint
group peer code and document review that helps development, testing and
management team work collaboratively to produce high quality code. It allows
collaborated team members to peer review code, user narratives and test plans in a
clear, shared structure and instantly keeping the whole team ready for changes to the
codes in an agile manner (Wolkovich, Regetz, and O'Connor, 2012).
Common techniques of using software libraries, design patterns, frameworks,
computer security code reuse, software component; parametric modelling in
computer-aided design enhances collaboration and knowledge sharing among
community of software developers. This also accelerates productivity of the
programmer. Software developers share working applications on YouTube, gist of
code snippets on GitHub and presentations on slide share too.
Amongst various code sharing and communal development practices and tools,
above three has briefly offered some insights. Whilst knowing these code-sharing
sites which foster community practices, learners need to acquire relevant knowledge,
skills and reflect professional personality traits to be successful programmers and
software developers.
3.0

Knowledge

IT/ICT/Computing learners clearly have acquired programming conceptual
knowledge, technological knowledge and management knowledge typically through
traditional academic routes attending lectures, seminars and tutorials and reading
books and lecture notes (Gardiner, 2014). Knowledgeable graduates also need to
effectively use the knowledge into action through active learning solving problembased practice, laboratory tasks and also encompassing critical thinking and
guidance. Garofoli (2015) says that this can create expert learners with the abilities of
instinctive understanding of essential aspects in a context, and time after time
exclusive of appreciating the understanding they already have (Gadanidis, 2015).
Learners as software developers should be able to comprehend knowledge,
collaborate and practice to become expert developers.
3.1

Learning from Others

Garofoli (2015), claims that mathematics is the foundation for programming and
solving problems. As learners become more skilful in the coding process, the math
and technical descriptions and syntax begin to echo more as the developer begins to
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appreciate the specific logic lie beneath the programming process. Learners also
tend to follow talented coders, shadowing the activities of such competent developers
because they consider them exceptionally good at coding.
3.2

Watching and Observing Demonstration

Learners learn better when observing their trainer, facilitator demonstrate coding
practice and using relevant tools. Expert developers also showed interest merely
watching as supervisors observing novice coders in the GitHub project space
(Russell, 2013). As one TMC learner put it: “I follow my senior in school if he attends
PHP conference 2016 and also watch him work on interesting projects to learn from
my senior.”
3.3

Innovate New Technical Knowledge

Group of learners while watching their peers and other projects tend to find new
programming, collaborative practices engaging in GitHub and acquiring technical
knowledge too. In most of the cases peer project demonstrations helped as a means
to see how other learners as computer programmers had resolved similar coding
errors identical to their bugs in the codes. It could be a simple add or update function
with relevant validation and verification functions implemented. Learners as
developers also reflect interest in watching development over time on GitHub or
peers project reflections within projects that were identical as compared with their
own. One of the TMC learner commented during project presentation that, “When I
come across a project that solves a problem that I have, then I will watch my
classmate demonstrate and also observe GitHub expert developers sharing
comments.”
3.4

Interaction to Improve Code Quality

Developers also acquired knowledge and skills from facilitators, peers and others via
direct interaction and putting them into practice. Through comments developers were
able to seek and provide criticism about their software component or framework from
more expert developers. The right way to do the coding, the good form for coding
practices and coding style practices were shared and observed in a collaborated
manner. More efficient way of writing codes and correctness of codes were observed
to be practiced by peer and collaborative learning practices (Parameswaran and
Whinston, 2007).
4.0

Skills

Graduates who aspire to become computer programmers and software developers
need an in depth foundation in practical programming features, they need to
recognize design coding activities, in addition to acquiring the skills of creativity
enabling them to synthesise for putting the software product such as a website, to
communicate to their stakeholders. The synthesising skills such as networking,
working in teams, communication through writing and speaking are much less easily
learnt says Russell (2013). Additionally, the design and implementation of website
systems for example will take place in a social context. These forces complete new
skills for working with and managing others in a collaborated environment. So, code
sharing practices, reusing best codes, architecture, framework, classes and methods
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with understanding and collaborative network activities improving their interaction
and communication skills allow graduates and developers to become professional
coders (Martin, 2014).
5.0

Judgement

The professional software developer and computer programmer also requires
decision making skills in addition to programming knowledge and programming skills
when designing and developing systems. Ferguson (2008), talking about people who
can pursue their goal for designing a product, says, “…….the successful design of
real things…will always be based more on art than on science and people can
achieve them without the awareness or intention of doing so.” Judgement cannot be
imparted as knowledge through seminar talks or lecture delivery. This skill can be
attained through consistent training in the lifelong education journey towards
becoming a professional.
Above discussion presents a brief perspective review emphasising formal learning,
training, and persistent practice required to become competent in software designing,
coding, and implementation. Most essential resource to acquire competencies is an
encouraging and conducive action learning environment and opportunities. The next
section will describe the operation of the laboratory and the necessary skills that
teaching and learning is achieved. The later discussion will develop on the
personality traits that shape a successful programmer and software developer
working in computer laboratory resources.
6.0

Resource

The laboratory resource is planned to give learners real industry know-how of the
activities concerning in the development of any enterprise website systems. The
sessions are designed to include scenario based problems to imitate an industrial
problem. Facilitators, expert peers are available to guide but the skills practice and
judgement is in the learners‟ hands.

6.1

Web-Based Practice

Lifelong education will provide formal learning experiences through blended learning
approaches in a class room, laboratory and e-learning management systems. For
more informal learning practices and for getting hooked with interest for
programming, learners may experiment and enhance their programming skills in
web-based environment too. Codecademy is completely free web-based
environment that trains learners about programming in an engaging interaction and
kindling interest for programming is a great way to begin coding. Learners may use
their email address to sign up, and practice themselves few practical exercises from
the
fundamentals
to
complex
problems.
You
can
see
here:
http://www.codecademy.com. Treehouse offers web design to iOS application
building including interactive activities, quizzes using video tutorials, glossaries,
podcasts etc. Treehouse focuses on the „soft‟ skills such as User interface design,
presentation and aesthetic design and can be seen here: http://teamtreehouse.com.
Code conquest is yet another site that allows individuals to explore programming and
coding practices for beginners at http://www.codeconquest.com/. These are just
three online resources that kindle interest in novice programmers to start coding as a
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hobby for enhancing their programming skills and communication skills in a social
context.
6.2

Laboratory Technical Skills

In the laboratory, learning is by doing and persistent practice by individuals
(Gardiner, 2014). It is not simply learning how to program a website at a technical
level; it is about preparation, analysing, and coordinating, about getting relevant
information for solving problems and networking. Most importantly, the extent to
which learners benefits, varies on the amount of determination spent in practicing
writing codes and dedication made by the learner (Gardiner, 2014). The practical
tutorial sessions certainly allow learners to develop coding skills, technical skills,
programming for website development, enterprise systems and troubleshooting skills
etc. The practical lab task is also devised to allow learners to pick up emotional
intelligence (EQ) skills and consider alternate solutions. This is the main involvement
where one is set off to become successful programmers and developers in the near
future (Garofoli, 2015).
6.3

Interpersonal Skills

Significantly, the learning resulting from the practical lab sessions is acquired by the
learners through interactions, both with their classmates and with the
trainer/facilitator. In informal interactions within the lab activities provide learning.
When a learner interacts with an expert programmer who is their senior, they watch
the senior approaching and tackling solutions; they undertake the responsibility of an
intern within the practical sessions to the competent senior. They learn by watching
the actions of “the master”, in the practical lab task session. Likewise, when
collaborating, they create their code writing competencies, and develop interpersonal
skills too. Team members learn from one another when they may have to handle a
member who is keen in student club activities. They may also have to deal with group
members who may be careless, frequently repeating the same mistakes and these
are few of the types of problems for individuals as learners to learn and handle when
working in software development teams in the real industry.
6.4

Experimentation Skills

A learner as an individual also learns alone to solve technical and programming
related problems and encourages them to cultivate code testing abilities. They
discover also by what methods to get support using myriad of website resources too.
They learn to troubleshoot technical issues, programming errors and debug faulty
programs. Most importantly learners must be aware of themselves to learn how to
learn and this skill will inadvertently be reflected in their future work place
environment too. Individuals who are able to track programming logic allow training
their mind to reflect in more analytical ways. Troubleshooting a program leads to
better problem solving skills which is very essential skill to reflect in the workplace
environment.
6.5

Reflection Skills: To Internalise Knowledge Gained

In another formal teaching and learning approach, trainers/facilitators approach
learners and ask learners to describe and present the practical tasks. In this manner,
while presenting or explaining the program code snippets to their peers they learn
too. This also allows learners to identify their limitations, and aid learners for finding
alternate results. The same behaviour would be significant while working and training
TMC Academic Journal, 2016, 11(1): 1 - 11
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fellow colleagues at workplace too. By involving all the learners together, the
resulting presentations, question and answering, discussions not only compels each
to reflect on their own method of coding, but also provides an opportunity to see and
approach problems differently. This approach also allows motivating and appraising
their peers which is an acceptable HR practice in workplace too.
6.6

Appraisal Skills: To Assess Peers

The practical lab activities also help the learners to develop decision making skill and
a skill that allows them to enhance at future workplace environment. Several tasks
require the learners to analyse, think alternate technical solutions. No formula or a
particular method can portray how to do this and they have to practice their own
decision through several trial and error practices. Once the decision is made it might
be cleared as competent level for agreeing the views. This allows providing and
seeking comments and criticism to enhance decision making skills at workplace too
in the future. Learners can then boost these skills to become professionals.
6.7

Problem-Based Learning: To Mimic Industrial Reality

The practical lab tutorial task is made as natural as possible including scenario based
problem so that the skills attained can be transferred to a workplace context upon
graduation. Learners may be introduced for practicing to implement different web
based systems using different programming languages for industrial reality such as a
library management system, Inventory management system, rental system or
reservation system etc. It is understood that it will rather impossible to totally mirror a
workplace setup. However, by hosting similar systems, it is expected that workplace
learning simulation adopting problem based scenarios could be supported. In this
way, learners upon graduation are able to apply and adapt their skills at different
organizational context.
7.0

Personality Traits

Gill (2007) a professional psychologist devised a five factor model questionnaire
presenting the five traits; extraversion, neuroticism, conscientiousness,
agreeableness and openness to experience which are universally accepted traits to
human personality in workplace context (p.731). Connected to this research subject,
Gnambs (2015) highlighted that “programming aptitude was associated with three
personality traits, conscientiousness, openness, and introversion and argued that
programming aptitudes were not associated with socially undesirable traits such as
disagreeableness or neuroticism”. Gnambs (2015) claimed that the strong correlate
with programming skill was introversion, which reflects clearly that as introverts
generally have a preference for undisturbed environment and writing codes on their
personal computer. Conscientiousness was another trait because individuals may
show attention to detail characteristics. However, the strongest correlated with
programming ability was openness, an attribute related to being creative and
imaginative.
7.1

Open Mind for Creativity

Openness and intelligence are likely to expect success as a programmer. Good
programmers should not become a code monkey who does nothing but coding with
no User Interface (UI) design, no architectural input, and no development decisions.
To be a successful coder, creativity is required as Gnambs (2015) said. Generally
understood stereotype of the IT guy or girl and also a stereotyped profession as an IT
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programmer is that, they are good with computing devices and software coding, but
not so good with people and emotions in workplace environment. This generally may
apply to baby boomers and Gen X population. This perception is proved to be false
with recent research findings. A new meta-analysis published in the Journal of
Research in Personality, by Gnambs (2015) blending data from 19 previous studies
conducted with 1700 people, implies the majority of the response is “No” and this
finding provided a new perception to entice modern journeyman to attain the right
mind set to become a professional.
7.2

Influential Mind set

In order to be effectively creative, the mind set to thoroughly understand the
principles, techniques and how the code work will allow learners to see opportunities
unfolding. This realization transforms as creative mind and continuously feeding the
mind will entice beginners to get hooked to unleash their capabilities for creating and
writing codes to become professional programmers and software developers. The
programmer learns how to craft their own mind set and workflows to handle. In
principle, programmers can‟t make things flawless, but programmers influence a lot
of factors to make things better.
7.3

Patience and Courage

Individuals need to have the desire to learn programming with patience, and will
become hooked to writing programming codes and the desire to code will increase.
This is like learning a new language. It can be learning to write and speak in English,
French, German, Mandarin etc.
<?php
$count=1;
while($count<4) {
echo $count."<br>";
$count++;
}
?>
Result
1
2
3
Many are intimidated when they see and understand their first lines of code as an
example of a PHP code snippet illustrated above. Understanding the syntax and the
daunting task of cracking the logic of the codes could be making many fear coding.
Having the courage to simply understand that it is yet another language to learn
would make one confident to persist further in coding.
7.4

Software Craftsmanship

To become a professional programmer, one needs to be a logical thinker. One needs
to understand how to use logic in resolving a problem. When learners learn computer
programming they learn how to inspect the details of their work, apply logic and
persevere at a problem. Learners also learn how to ask questions and think logically.
Most essentially, learners gain experience during their study duration to collaborate
because much of programming today is achieved in team work. Peer code review
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does more for real team building to promote it as a means for learning, growing, and
communication. It's easy to see errors in codes, defects in codes for bug-finding
process. Learners learn by fixing and troubleshooting the defects in the codes and
with passion in producing better code. In order to attain this knowledge, skills and
judgement aptitude that is normally obtained through formal higher education,
collaborating with peers, working on project attachments, working on problem-based
scenarios that mimic real industry problems, transforms a modern journeyman to
become a professional master craftsman.
8.0

Conclusion

Shortage in talent makes it harder to attract computer programmers and great
software developers. Getting a degree in IT/ICT/Computing, computer science helps
understand techniques, architecture, framework, and components better and gives a
holistic perspective on the world of computer programming. Just like mathematics,
learners have to learn programming to enhance their cognitive skills in order to apply
across myriad fields and in every walk of life. Trainers, seniors, peers and teammates
can demonstrate that programming difficulties can be resolved through collaboration
and persistent practice. Individual learners can improve their own competence.
Sharpening one‟s own mind by playing with the computer codes, following online
communities, attending conferences, reading articles and blogs and most importantly
adding value to the community as a computer society member shapes one to
become an IT professional. The best professional programmers are curious and
passionate that automatically helps them improve creativity for picking up skills.
Programmers who persist and succeed amidst job related stress share a common
attribute: They are passionate about the practice of creating software. Once they
treat it as a craft, they are professional computer programmers and software
developers.
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Abstract
This article intends to present a technology review providing a critical and
unbiased evaluation, perspective, and opinion based on scholarly reviews of
fundamental concepts of software architecture and stages of software
development which are preceded before the actual implementation of the
application.
World Wide Web is a great environment for creating secure applications rich in
functionality, capabilities and performance. The Web is the only platform that
offers ultimate range of supported client platforms; all you need is a browser,
whether you have an Android, Linux, Mac, Windows or any other operating
system and internet connection – the web welcomes you.
The software made for web is able to perform gracefully regardless of form-factor
or screen resolution of client devices, but it takes a certain level of expertise and
skill to develop truly good applications and keep up with new trends and
standards. The article covers the very core of a software product – its
architecture.
Portions of this article will be reproduced and submitted in the Undergraduate
Project Report form in fulfilment of the requirements for the BSc Hons Computing
Degree for Mikhail Gospodarikov from University of Greenwich.
Purpose
The purpose of this article is to explore and inform software developers about the
methodologies applied in the University of Greenwich’s Computing degree
project with an educational industry project work. This article intends to give a
definition of Software Architecture; highlight its importance; identify stakeholders
of architecture and discuss their needs; present requirements to architecture
comparing industrial and academic approaches; as well as discuss benefits of
use of architecture in software engineering. The article presents the narrative
review in the context of Web Development.
Research methodology
The author used a narrative literature review technique to search the relevant
online databases by using pre-defined keywords. This article is based on
relevant information which was extracted from the retrieved articles and books,
and the ensuing discussion focuses on providing the reasons for the use of
software architecture as a basis for choosing software framework and
development pattern for the industry based project work.
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Findings
From the online searches across journal articles and books studies that matched
the criteria were retrieved, and the information extracted from each resource
includes the authors, publication year, assessment method used, target
audiences, coverage of project and industry based project goals.
Practical Implications
This article is the author’s perspective review offering opinion emphasising the
significance of software architecture and frameworks in developing Web
Applications that bring value to clients through performance, secure, wellstructured and well-documented maintainable solutions satisfying various
business needs.
Originality
The review of the retrieved articles indicated that no previous software production
was implemented in this educational institute with use and/or consideration of
architectural patterns as predecessors of designing and implementing a web
application.
Keywords: web application development, PHP, MVC, Yii2, MySQL, software
architecture, relational database.

1.

INTRODUCTION
“Good design is good business” - Thomas J. Watson Jr. (a core belief of IBM Studios)

This article is focusing on software architecture in context of cross integration of multiple
computer systems, specification of system components and its relations, as well as
compares academic and industrial view of software production.
Having this endless field of opportunities such as the Web however, requires decent
knowledge of software development architectures and techniques. As systems grow and
evolve, comes a need for integration of data, services and APIs into different
environments such as subsystems (i.e. Customer Relation Management into Enterprise
Resource Planning) and platforms (i.e. mobile interfaces or applications). Without prior
expertise and structure implementation of such enhancements becomes extreme in
time, resource and effort consuming.
This review discusses software engineering architectural pattern known as Model-ViewController (MVC), its components and interactions. In this part, the following important
features of a software project are discussed in details: object-oriented code and
relational data structure.
2.

THE DEFINITION OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The definition of Software Architecture can be described as a discipline of creating high
level structures of a software systems and its documentation. It is the overview and
structure, like the outline plans and sketches of a large building. (Lunn, 2003) Basically,
it is a set of blueprints for a software project using which you can see how everything is
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put together in a software system, whether it is web-based Customer Relationship
Management System, standalone Enterprise Resource Planning System or an
embedded POS. Software architecture is an important part of Information and
Information Technology Planning and Management in an organization; it “represents a
concrete artefact that can be used for discussion with and between stakeholders”
(Bosch, 2000).
However, it is not only a tool for translating the IT magic to the management and nontechnical stakeholders, but also a disciplined guidance for developers.
3.

WHY SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE IS IMPORTANT

“Programming without an overall architecture or design in mind is like exploring a cave
with only a flashlight: You don’t know where you’ve been, you don’t know where you’re
going, and you don’t know quite where you are” - Danny Thorpe
Since the mid-50s of the past century the concept of software architecture has been
widely and vigorously debated in the community of IT professionals. It was due to the
fact that architecture was initially considered only as a necessary basis for information
systems. At the moment the software architecture could be understood as a purely
technical concept, i.e. a set of software and hardware modules optimally interacting with
each other using predefined links and protocols to ensure efficient operation of a certain
system. And the systems served for narrow tasks such as scientific and military
purposes.
Over time, with drastic revolutionary development of the IT sector, subsequently scaling
on all areas of human activity, the software architecture has entirely become a product of
software developers and started to be considered as a part of Software Development
Life Cycle (SDLC). This happened because there were less and less resources given to
develop software, and certain stages were spliced in one, and results were expected
earlier.
The modern stage of human history teaches our nature to desire constant reflexion and
rethinking of our current position. As a result of this process, there should be an
understanding that with no architectural basis for further maintenance, support and
evolution of a software product, requirements from such system shall not be fulfilled, and
business expectations shall never be satisfied.
Architectural design was conceived as a scientific discipline. Without it, it was impossible
to start writing algorithms and implement business logic. After all, the software product
acquired the necessary shape and formed into a complete system in the minds of
elected engineers at this exact stage.
The current situation on the IT market is determined by entirely different conditions.
Engineers, developers, analysts do not have so much time and “human capital” to
develop a product entirely by the book. We are in a state of constant time pressure when
the success of a project is determined by the time it hits the market, but not by the
quality of the solution itself, and there are no prerequisites for changing these principles
of the market.
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In such environment, architecture helps to generate competitive advantage of a product,
not only due to rapidity of its creation, but due to reasonable and optimal structure of
entities, its capabilities and interactions, which makes further development process
flexible and the product – maintainable, without compromising time, quality or
functionality.
4.

STAKEHOLDERS OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Architecture should harmonize all needs of software product stakeholders. The purpose
of architectural software is to meet the complex needs of conflicting groups of the most
important stakeholders. Very often it is rather difficult to fulfill all the requirements.
Reaching a compromise solution that will suit the majority of stakeholders is one of the
key aspects of a successful architectural design.
We can identify the following groups of stakeholders and their needs:
I.
End users: interested in an intuitive interface, logical and predictable behavior,
performance, reliability, usability and accessibility.
II.

System Administrators: interested in an intuitive and logical functions, simple
management and monitoring tools.

III.

Marketer / Product Promotion Specialists: interested in a competitive software
product features, its fast time to market, positioning and allocation among other
products.

IV.

Support Specialists: interested in a clear, unambiguous, and well-documented
maintainable and changeable product.

V.

Developers: interested in clear and simple requirements, a consistent design
principle and/or paradigm.

VI.

Clients: interested in adequate price, stability, return on investment, etc.

Many of the requirements stated above are non-functional in nature, as they do not
directly affect the functionality of the system (easy maintenance). Thus, such requests
define capabilities and limitations of a system expressed in ways the product should
fulfill its purposes, but it is not the essence of this purposes. The main stakeholder of an
architecture is the architect of the system who is responsible for designing and
implementing the right solution.
5.

REQUIREMENTS TO THE ARCHITECTURE

“Marry your architecture in haste, repent at leisure”- Barry Boehm
First and foremost, a software architecture should be easy to understand. The set of
requirements should be simple and accessible for any employee involved in a project at
any stage of the lifecycle. If it is hard to explain the idea, there is a possibility that
someone in your team will silently nod in agreement, but will not do the right thing later.
The requirements to certain components should be easy to use. If the requirements are
not detailed a level which allows its use without extra attention and thinking, we risk that
the application will not be developed as designed. The differences between theoretical
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schemes and design and real structure of the implemented software may cause
misunderstanding between the development team members and users.
The set of requirements in an architecture should provide attributes and functions
acceptable by the client. It is truly an important point if the system is taking care of online
work among thousands of employees. If something does not work in such a system, the
architecture is considered unsuccessful.
The architecture should not be only simple enough for the client to understand, but also
represent a clear map for components implemented and used to make sure that the
developers are comfortable with further development of the product.
The development team should agree on the architecture used. If there is a person who
stands against suggested implementation approach (someone who, for instance, does
not like or does not have experience with the database engine selected), and if you not
localize his or her influence on the development process by making this person follow
everyone else’s way, the project may end up in a disaster.
Common principles should be used for all professional activities within a certain project
and certain technology the team works with. If a decision is made, it should be followed
everywhere and by everyone. This principle is not only applicable for defining
requirements but also to many processes in the domain of information technologies. If a
decision is not followed or its use causes difficulties, the reason for it should be found. If
the situation is truly exceptional, the rule (decision) should be revised and reproduced in
a way that covers such exceptions. However, it is better (and easier) to avoid such
complications.
Thus we come to the universalization of the operating principles, and we can gradually
achieve a complete architectural design for an organizational system, but it is important
to remember that in any case you should know the limits. The system must be flexible
and adaptive, but solid in its core. This will sustain a lot of tests, coming in a variety of
tasks during the creation of software architecture. A rule should be a rule. If it does not
work - it will be bad for all the stakeholders.
In the development of all types of requirements for an architecture of a software it is also
necessary to consider the organizational and functional structure of the companies /
divisions for which the software is being developed. The architecture of the product
provided should not contradict the essence of the company’s workflow, the structure of
cooperation in the implementation of software development processes, work practices,
etc. If the automated process of software product creating will involve other departments,
divisions or a company, responsibilities and areas of influence of modules of the system
should be clearly and unambiguously defined.
6.

ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL VIEWS ON SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

If you look at traditional software development done by a company with various clientele,
you may find that such firms produce one system at a time due to such limitations as
lack of manpower to fulfil all the roles in a project; production line is focused on delivery
and evolution is not considered. The priority here is given to such issues as time,
budget, maintenance cost and decreasing competitiveness. The quality of the software
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and documentation produced is not as important as getting the job done. The product
here has to hit the market on time with requested features at minimal cost.
Hence, we can highlight four main objectives of a software project:
I. Development cost
II. Time-to-market
III. Maintenance cost
IV. Quality
Industrial view of software architecture is mostly conceptual with minimal explicit
definition and no first-class connectors for runtime binding and glue code for adaptation
assets. Programming languages (e.g., Java, C++) and script languages (e.g., Make,
JavaScript, PHP) used to describe the configuration of the complete system (Bosch,
2000). The industry focuses on the solution for a certain set of issues itself, and on the
first three objectives highlighted above.
On the other hand, there is an academic view where architecture is explicitly defined,
consists of components and first-class connectors for project assets. From this point of
view, Architectural Description Languages (ADLs) describe architectures and are used
to automatically generate applications (Bosch, 2000). This attitude is focused on quality
and purity of the solution and has no cost or time constraints.
According to Jan Bosch’s comparison we may think that academic approach seems to
be “the right way” of software development which provides clear structure of a system
and delivers quality. However, this approach is not applicable in business world where
such constraints as money and time exist. To continue with what has been said, there is
no limit to perfection, and an academic project may never have a release, but industry
projects often compromise quality. Hence, we should find the right balance between
these two approaches that fit our requirements and resources.
7.

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AND FRAMEWORKS

To reduce time and cost of development, software development firms and individual
developers may maintain a repository of components or use software frameworks. Such
way to store ready-to-use source code provides an opportunity to reuse software units
written within a project over subsequent versions, in other projects, and in different
organizations. The first two levels of source code reuse are more suited for componentbased development within a company, and frameworks may fit a wider range of
requirements from different companies for back-end (e.g., Microsoft Foundation Class
Library, Oracle Application Development Framework) and front-end (e.g., Qt, Twitter
Bootstrap).
Jan Bosch compares academic and industrial views of reusable components as follows:
reusable assets are black-box components in academic approach, these assets have a
narrow interface through a single point of access, they have a few and explicitly defined
variation points which are configured during installation, and standardized interfaces
implemented, so they can be traded on component markets. Academia focuses on high
reuse of asset functionality and on the formal verification of functionality.
The industry, however, consider reusable assets as large pieces of software with a
complex internal structure and no enforced encapsulation boundary (e.g., objectoriented frameworks). Interfaces of such assets are provided through classes and
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models of the asset, and they have no significant differences to non-interface entities.
Variation requirements in the industry are covered by replacement of entities in the
asset, and sometimes a component has multiple versions used for different purposes.
Due to high possibility of discovering differences in standards, reusable assets are often
being adapted to match existing product-line requirements. Quality attributes such as
performance, reusability, maintainability, reliability, and functionality have equal
importance here.
Academic and industrial approaches may also be represented as component-based
approach and framework-based approach. Same as in the previous section, there is no
winner and software production unit has to determine the right fit for their business. To
do so, it is important to understand the key advantages of each approach.
Component-based development is a long-term strategy that increases the up-front cost
of development, with the pay-off once components are repeatedly reused. Production
process is split into component development and application assembly (Lunn, 2003).
Framework-based development has common aspects, functions and features of
applications grouped together in abstract classes, thus decreasing the time and cost
needed for development, as well as increasing quality of code, and helps development
novices to improve their skills and knowledge by forcing them to write proper code that
fits framework’s logic and paradigm. Figure 1 roughly shows the amount of code needed
to implement new feature during the time in a project based on reusable components (or
a OOP framework), and Figure 2 shows the same on a project with no reuse (procedural
approach). On these graphs you can clearly see the advantage of generating reusable
code. As you use framework like Zend of Symfony, it is rather tedious to start with basic
functionality for your application, but through the time being, the amount of code
significantly decreases due to solid base of existing code, models, objects, controllers,
etc. that you can reuse.
Frameworks and components play one of the primary roles in creating a good software
architecture for enterprise applications, side by side with standardization. An application
may be standalone, but more often it is a subsystem, or a part of a bigger system, or has
subsystems within. These systems are integrated with each other and exchange data
transactions, so if there will be no standard for data structure and components, the
system will not perform well, it will be tedious to reuse data from one subsystem in
another, the application will be hard to maintain. Thus, it will lack certain functionality,
and any extent may compromise existing functions and even cause a reason to
reengineer the whole infrastructure of enterprise software.
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Figure 1: approximate amount of KLOC needed for a new feature
(project based on reusable code)

Figure 2: approximate amount of KLOC needed for a new feature
(no reusable code)
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BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE AROUND WEB APPLICATIONS

Now, we discuss the infrastructure around web applications which consists of client and
server parts, thereby realizing the "client-server" technology. The client part implements
a user interface, generates requests to the server and then processes the responses
from the client. The server part receives a request from a client, performs the
calculations, then creates a web page and sends it to the client over a network using
HTTP protocol.
The web application itself is able to act as a client to other services, such as a database
or another web application which might be located on another server. A striking example
of a web application is MediaWiki - a Content Management System for Wiki articles: a
plurality of participants can take part in the creation of a network encyclopedia, using the
browsers of its operating system (whether it is Microsoft Windows, GNU / Linux or any
other operating system) and without downloading additional executable modules work
with the database of articles.
Currently a new approach to web application development called Ajax is gaining
popularity. When you use the Web application Ajax does not reload entire pages, but
only pulls the necessary data from the server, making the pages interactive and the work
float productive, reducing the time needed to go between pages.
Also recently gaining increasing popularity Web Socket technology that does not require
constant requests from the client to the server, and creates a bi-directional connection
where the server can send data to the client without a request from the latter. Thus it is
possible to dynamically control the content in real time.
To create a web application on the server side, there is a variety of technologies that we
as developers can use with any programming languages or server platforms (PHP,
Node.JS) which can give output to the standard console or a browser.
9.

MVC AS THE CHOICE ARCHITECTURE FOR WEB APPLICATIONS

Moving forward to justification of selected structure for our application, let us review
current trends in web development with PHP. Figure 3 provided by SitePoint in 2015
represents people’s preference in frameworks, and we can clearly see, most of the
popular choices are MVC frameworks, and they overweight such options as “We use a
CMS for everything”, “No Framework” and “Company Internal Framework” which may or
may not be based on MVC pattern. According to w3techs.com, “PHP is used by 82.1%
of all the websites whose server-side programming language we know.” Thus, the
absolute majority of the web industry professionals are using MVC and frameworks.
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Figure 3: PHP Framework Popularity at Work – SitePoint, 2015
The Model-View-Controller pattern was used in software engineering for a long while.
Back in 1979 it was described by Trygve Reenskaug “as an obvious solution to the
general problem of giving users control over their information as seen from multiple
perspectives” in “Models-Views-Controllers”. MVC has created a surprising amount of
interest, says Trygve in his work “The original MVC reports” dated 2007. In the present
MVC architecture has become very popular among web developers.
The idea behind the structure of MVC template is rather simple: you need to clearly
identify responsibilities for different operations performed by your application. In MVC,
the application is divided into three main components, and each of the components is
responsible for various tasks. Models are responsible for interactions with data and
contains business logic. Views are used as a presentation layer for presenting data to
users in any format compatible with the client-side environment (i.e. HTML, XML,
JSON). Controllers handle user requests and calls for certain resources and services of
an application. Thus, MVC is structuring the components of an application clearly.
Let us review these components in depth:
Controller, as stated before, manages user requests (received as HTTP (HTTP/2) GET
or POST requests which are generated when user clicks on the elements of an interface
to perform various actions. Its main purpose is to call and coordinate the actions of
requested resources and objects needed to perform actions specified by the user.
Typically, the controller interacts with an appropriate model, passing or retrieving data
and/or commands (create, read, update, delete) and provides an appropriate view for
the output.
Model is a container of rules and functions used to manage data, which represents the
concept of application management. In any application, the entire structure is modeled
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as data that can be processed in a certain way. What data do you give to an application
– a message or a book? It takes only the data described in pre-defined rules (i.e. the
date of publication cannot be in the future, e-mail cannot contain more than one “@”
symbol, a name of the author cannot be longer than N symbols, and so on).
The model gives a certain representation of data according to user’s request to the
controller (i.e. a message, a page of a book, personal details of an author and so on).
The model of this data will be the same regardless of ways we want to present it to a
user. Therefore, we may choose any of the available views for displaying this data.
Model contains the most important part of the logic of an application – logic that provides
a solution to designed function we are currently dealing with (a forum, a shopping cart, a
list of reviews, etc.), and has validation rules that have to be followed during input
validation. The controller, however, is more like housekeeping – handles basic
organizational logic of our application.
View provides various ways to display the data obtained from the model. It may be a
template that is filled with data. There may be several different types of templates and
the controller selects the most appropriate view for the current situation. Often,
frameworks use a certain view generator of a template engine such as Twig.
Web application typically consists of a set of controllers, models and views. A controller
may be arranged as a core, which receives all requests and causes other controllers to
perform other actions as appropriate. The most obvious advantage we can get from
using the Model-View-Controller architectural pattern in web development is clear
separation of presentation logic (User Interface) from application logic (data processing).
Supporting various range of client platforms, from different operating systems to screen
resolutions and form-factors is a common issue nowadays. The request made from a
phone or a tablet should be differentiated from a request made from a personal
computer or another application. And MVC helps here: a model will return the same data
for each of these requests, however a controller may select an appropriate format for the
output format such as JSON or XML if the request comes from another application, or
HTML if the request comes from a web browser.
In addition to isolating views from business logic and data constraints, MVC significantly
reduces the complexity of large applications. The code becomes much more structured
and readable. Thus making testing and maintenance of an application easier.
10.

LIMITATIONS OF MVC ARCHITECTURE AND HMVC AS THE SOLUTION

Looking perfect in theory, MVC faces several challenges in practice. Let us start with
recalling the main issue this architecture solves: divide an application into three different
components – Models, Views and Controllers, and achieve minimal dependency
between these components, as well as between different parts of a software system. In
academic sources and examples, it works out quite well. There is a model for some
data, a view for it, and a controller to perform certain operations to let user interact with
this data.
However, in the real world the application has to simultaneously operate several models
such as articles, users, comments. It is not tedious to implement, and MVC provides
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appropriate structure, but implementation of such interactions increases the number of
dependencies – a view and a controller start to depend on more than one model, and
one model provides data for more than one view and/or more than one controller.
To display data from different models, it is more logical to use views designed
particularly for them. For instance, displaying comments for articles and items in the
exact same way looks logical. The classic MVC structure does not provide such
capability, but developers bypass it using templates. We use one view that gets data
from models and a combination of different templates serves to display the output. And
we increase the number of dependencies again.
Sometimes it is necessary to perform an action on more than one model at the same
time. For example, we need to delete a user from a content management system and all
of his or her comments and posts. We end up creating a controller that describes not
only the operation of the model it refers to (in this example – users), but also to models
which have no direct relationship with it (posts and comments). Thus, we generate more
and more non-obvious dependencies.
How do we solve these issues? Since the problems arise from the fact that instead of an
application structured according to MVC pattern we create something like
MMMVVVCCC, where each model, view and controller can relate to different
subsystems, the solution is obvious – get back to MVC with only one model, view, and
controller for each component. Hence, we can identify the core principle of HMVC: the
application should use only rigidly fixed triads of Model-View-Controller subsystems that
interact with each other through its controllers only.
RESULTS
As we can see, software architecture is not only a compulsory discipline in software
engineering, but also a handy tool for structuring software products, and simplifying not
only development but also integration into existing IT environment, and maintenance.
Before starting the actual production, a software architect shall review business
processes, consider surroundings of a required application and create the design that
fits requirements in a certain pattern apprehensible by stakeholders.
MVC is not a silver bullet in software architecture. It has its limitations and there are
ways to bypass or solve appearing issues. And HMVC is not a perfect solution either
because it requires a lot of low-level design, very detailed and clear structures of data
inputs and outputs, so sometimes it is unnecessary time- and effort-consuming and
makes the system “over engineered”.
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
This work does not include discussion of the actual implementation of discussed pattern
and approaches. The software framework chosen is stated in the Conclusion with decent
justification.
The article not discuss similarities and differences from MVC of such architectures as
MVP (Model-View-Presenter) or PAC (Presentation-Abstraction-Control) and others as
well as advantages and disadvantages of its use due to low rate of popularity of these
patterns in the web industry and certain limitations.
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RECOMMENDATION
The author recommends to review the reference list to understand the process of
developing a software architecture that fits requirements of a project and other topics in
depth. The sources in the list contain broad discussion of the role of an architecture in
software project management, design and documentation.
Another recommended article is “Scaling web applications with HMVC” by Sam de
Freyssinet, developer of a PHP framework known as Kohana. In this article, Sam
provides readers with diagrams and code examples that help to comprehend
advantages, implementation techniques and structure of HMVC.
CONCLUSION
Software Architecture affects every aspect of software production and lifecycle. Starting
from the planning stage of a project, it is important to reach a certain level of clearance
on requirements to the software product, its surrounding within an IT infrastructure of an
organisation. An architect should consider expectations of different stakeholders, and
design the system in way that fits all of these different aspects, and then pass the design
to the development team. A project benefits from its architecture during the development
through clearly stated low-level requirements, and then after the release, maintainers are
happy with comprehensive structure of the source code and detailed documentation.
One of the goals of my project was making the solution accessible from different desktop
and mobile platforms such as Windows (both NT and RT), Linux, Android, Mac OS, iOS
and others; thus, the product is a web application with server-side scripting done with
PHP and is based on Yii2 framework. The framework is using Model View Controller
(MVC) architecture and DB-first approach. Hence, it requires well-structured relational
database which in this project is built on MySQL. The framework resolves some of the
MVC limitations through “lazy loading method”, and I use quite a number of
dependencies which is not a perfectly optimized approach. However, the scale of the
project does not require the system to handle high load.
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Use of Web Based Application to Perform Car
Related Services with a Responsive Design for
Increased Portability
Rezia Lukius Tejaatmaja
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Abstract
This journal discusses a preliminary review of literature on an on-going casestudy, which is designed by the developer to obtain his bachelor degree in IT.
The developer does not have any prior knowledge or experience in developing a
fully working website, and on top of that the developer is also challenged by
himself to develop a fully-mobile friendly website, also known as a responsive
web-design – this further leverage the degree of difficulties in having this project
done and delivered on time. On developing his project, the developer is also tied
to a certain methodology of his choice which acted as a “guide-rope” for the
whole project development timeline.
Portions of this article will be reproduced and submitted in the Undergraduate
Project Report form in fulfilment of the requirements for the BSc Hons Computing
Degree for Rezia Lukius Tejaatmaja from University of Greenwich.
Purpose
The purpose of writing a narrative review is to justify the findings on websoftware development as part of the double credit project course in the honours
computing degree with University of Greenwich in TMC Academy Singapore.
This article presents different web-software programming language as well as its
supporting languages.
Design, Methodology and Approach
A narrative type of literature review is keeping the development of this project on
course. The developer will search for most relevant information in the internet,
using certain keywords, which is obtained from the problem that he currently
faced.
Findings
After finding the necessary information in the web, the developer will eventually
extract all the information he got. Some of the things to be considered during the
extractions are; the relevancy of the information in-conjunction to his project, the
year when the information is published, and some other different pointers.
Originality and Values
This article covers and justifies the need of both time and qualification
(experience) in order to be able to deliver good quality program without
sacrificing both time and quality.
Keywords: Web Application, Responsive Web Design
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Web Application

INTRODUCTION

In this project, the developer intends to first deliver a dedicated website with user
access control, which will differentiate different types of user and grant access
based on their login credentials. However, the web should also allow grant
access for guest to have a feel on some of the website‟s features. However
guests should always be restricted from performing executable actions and also
the website should instead offer the guest an opportunity to sign up and register
with the company.
After the website is done, the developer expects to deliver a mobile application
that works hand in hand with the website – the mobile application and the
website will share the same database for synchronization capabilities. Essentially
the mobile application was design to increase the productivity of the user –
however, as the development progressed into its second week, the developer
has made a rather „big‟ decision in putting the mobile application as a future
improvement, and instead has been committed to deliver a fully mobile
responsive website, in-place for the mobile application.
As mentioned above, the developer has officially put the development stage for
the mobile application under a „Future Enhancement‟ list. The main reason to this
is; the developer wanting to focus more on unleashing the power of webapplication development. Whereas, website nowadays can be extensively coded
in such a way that it will perform its best no matter what device is being used to
access it.
2.0

Different Web Development Tools

There are undoubtedly many ways out there to make your own website from
scratch nowadays. However, specifically for this project, the developer will only
get his hands on the three major web-programming languages, namely; PHP,
ASP .NET and JSP. In depth review of the three chosen web-programming
language will be provided below.
2.1 Microsoft – ASP. NET
Web Development tools will be discussed in this literature review. ASP. NET
was introduced to the world on January 2002 by Microsoft. This release was
targeted to be the successor of the older Microsoft ASP (Active Server Page),
built with .NET Framework as its base, the .NET version of ASP allows
developer to use any codes or scripts which are executable under the .NET
environment. Some examples of .NET languages are; C#, C++, VisualBasic,
Delphi and many others.
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Originally, any files made in ASP .NET will be formatted as an xxx.aspx
document, however on ASP. NET framework 2, Microsoft introduces a features
called code-behind. This feature is intended to keep the markup file in one
place, while allowing the programming language to be stored in a separate
location. Using the code-behind functionality will let the developer to save a
xxx.aspx file as the markup language, as well as another addition of
programming language, if the developer is working under C# environment, then
the code-behind will be ended with filename.aspx.cs, while if Visual Basic is
utilized as the programming language, the code-behind will let the developer to
save the file as xxx.aspx.vb.
When a website is developed under ASP .NET environment, the developer is
required to produce four different page-level events in the page class, and those
are; Init, Load, Unload and PreRender.
During the time this literature review was written, the latest version of Microsoft
ASP. NET should be version 5 – which is later rebranded to ASP. NET Core,
which a whole new web application development framework which is fully open
source. As ASP. NET Core was introduced the living cycle for ASP .NET itself
were naturally peaked on version 4.6, which was released back in July 2015 –
and developers are not expected to see any future release of it.
2.2 Sun Microsystems – JSP
Abbreviated to Java Server Page, JSP was one of the web development
applications which is developed by Sun Microsystems – which happened to be
the exact same developer of Java itself. This suggest the reason that JSPs are
basically pure HTML page embedded with Java codes inside for functionality.
The history of JSPs, date back to 1999, or about 4 years after the introduction of
Java Programming Language. To develop a webpage under JSPs standards, the
developer intends to setup web servers which are compatible with the servlet
container – one of the examples being Apache Tomcat. All webpages developed
under JSP standard will be formatted as xxx.jsp. Servlet itself is a compiled Java
Class which works on the server-side systems and will only return outputs when
requested by the (X)HTML page. One key difference to JSP programming is that
servlets are required instead of CGI. In short servlet is a piece of Java coding
that resides on the Web server and deals with all the request from the client.
Development of JSP has been tightly related to the development of Java itself,
precisely Java EE (Enterprise Edition). With the latest release of Java EE 7 on
June 2013, updates for JSPs are naturally coming as well, making JSP version
2.3 as the current latest version (mid 2016). However, launching of Java EE 8
has been approved since the late 2014, and it is expected to be rolled out
sometimes in the late 2016 or early 2017 – this update will focus on providing the
support for the latest web standard which is the HTML5 and HTTP 2.0.
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2.3 Zend – PHP
First introduced on the 1995, PHP was earlier known as Personal Home Page.
The inaugural development began when Rasmus Lerdorf begins to make a
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) using an existing C language. After some
couple of tweaks, he then linked the existing CGI to a database resulting on the
birth of PHP. As C programming language is the cornerstone of PHP, the syntax
encountered in PHP scripts will usually be similar to those in C source codes,
while the programming language itself might return functions in different styling,
ranging from C, C++, C#, Java and Perl.
Nowadays, PHP is commonly used as a server side programming language,
meaning that the web visitor will not be able to retrieve the PHP syntax, having
all the calculation and functions logic done at the web-server side. For
development purpose, developers are served with two options, to either embed
the PHP syntax inside a .html file, or to embed the HTML in a .php file – either
way the result will be the same, and the visitor will still be prohibited from
accessing the PHP syntaxes.
By the time this literature review was written, PHP has undergone several
number of updates, both major and minor. Currently PHP 7.1 is the closest future
release of the scripting language, with latest beta release dated back to 21 st July
2016. Current stable version of PHP is either version 5.6 or 7.0, with version 7.0
being faster in operation when compared to PHP version 5.6. The two versions of
PHP do have significance syntax difference, as well as a more civilized
exceptions encountered on PHP 7.0 – note that PHP 6.x was an abandoned
development.
3.0 Justification on the Choice of Implementation of Web Development
Tools
With the three previously reviewed web-programming language in mind, the
developer has come to a conclusion that he will be fully and remain committed in
finishing the development of his website, by utilizing PHP as his sole web
programming language. This decision is made by combining multiple factors,
such as; the availability of learning materials, the availability of community
guidelines as well as personal connections, whom the developer is able to share
his thought with, and potentially coming with the much needed problem-solving
along the development time of his project.
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A google trends graph, showing the interest rate between the three different
operating systems are pasted below. The graph depicts the interest rate over the
three programming language in Singapore, the pasted graph has a timeframe
from 2004 to the time when this academic journal is written.

Source:
https://www.google.com.sg/trends/explore?date=all&geo=SG&q=%2Fm%2F060k
v,%2Fm%2F02_qnn,%2Fm%2F0bsn3
4.0Supporting Programming Language
With most of the basic web development needs catered, the developer is
challenged to increase his development game a step higher. Thus he is
committed in embedding JavaScript and CSS to further enrich the user
experience while browsing through the webpage that he made. The developer
will particularly use JavaScript as an input validator, while trusting the styling of
the website as well as its responsiveness to the Cascading Style Sheet.
4.1 JavaScript (JS)
JavaScript or typically abbreviated as JS is a type of programming language
which dramatically enhance the user experience browsing through websites. This
script was introduced back in the 1995. Due to its naming similarity to Java (a
programming language developed by Sun Microsystems), people often mistaken
the two as an “identical twin”, where the two does have a very distinctive
difference with one being an OOP scripting language, while the other being an
OOP programming language – respectively. Other than that JavaScript was not
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developed by Sun Microsystems – it is instead developed by Netscape, Inc.,
which makes it even more obvious that JS is not a sibling of Java. When
embedded with HTML, JS is targeted as a client-side scripting, which means all
JS file will be loaded together with the HTML and CSS file to the client‟s browser
once they open a certain page.
On this particular development, the developer has made an early decision that
JS usage will be prioritize on client-side validation. This particular move is done
by utilizing JS “onkeyup” function which will instantly check for blanks and
irregular input pattern (i.e. alphanumeric input on a numeric only field, etc.).
According to the developer, having JS validation does not meant forgetting the
server-side validation based on PHP, he instead said, “JS validation is used to
smoothen the input process, whereas user will be instantly prompted if there is
any error in the input”. Also, server-side validation is used as a fail-safe
precaution, which without it, the client can simply turn off JS function in their
browser, and they would be able to pass any input to the web database without
passing through validation, in a bigger scale this would mean chaos, as the client
could easily done any SQL injection, putting the whole database content in
jeopardy.
Other than the standard JavaScript, the developer is also using the modified
version of it, such as AJAX, JQuery and other possible modification of JavaScript
where possible, for the sake of the fluidity of this project. Along this project,
JavaScript is highly utilizing the deal with client side processes, as mentioned on
the previous paragraph.
4.2 Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)
As a part of the developer commitment in developing his website as close as
possible to the XHTML 1.1 standard, use of external CSS files has climb, and fill
up some of his top priority to-do list. CSS is the abbreviation of Cascading Style
Sheet, and as the name suggest, this markup-language is invented and used to
deal with all the styling of a particular website.
In theory there are three different ways of CSS attachment to a webpage and
those are; internal, inline and external. The first two options simply means that
the CSS file is located within the web .html or .php file, with the CSS content
being pasted within the <head>…</head> tag, or directly into the style recipient
element within the <body>…</body> tag, respectively. The last option, which is
external CSS require all styling to be made and saved in a dedicated .css file,
which will be linked to the respective style sheet recipient within the
<head>…</head> tag. To satisfy the XHTML 1.1 standard, the developer has no
choice but to develop his website with an external CSS file, which turns-out to be
handy, as changes with styling is only required to be done once, and all
documents will be effected – as compared to manually copying and pasting the
updated CSS strings to every document, one at a time.
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Besides dealing with the overall web styling, CSS is also heavily used by the
developer to cater the need of responsive web-design, which will otherwise be
impossible to be done. The CSS is used in such a way that the appearance of
the website will changed – but still retaining the same level of functionality, at a
certain pixel width, which had been set by the developer.
As justified in the earlier sections of the relevant literature reviewed, the
developer is committed in developing his web-application within the 10 months‟
time-frame, by utilizing PHP as his sole web development programming
language, as well as some other supporting programming language, such as;
JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheets.
5.0

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

As Mark Twain once said; “Everything has its limit - iron ore cannot be educated
into gold.”. So is the development of this project too. With the developer lacking
the key ingredients in developing any application, which is; experience, a lot
more time should naturally be required. Unfortunately, time is also something
which the developer does not have in his favour – as he is only given 10 months
to build the web application from the ground-up. However, the intended and
planned technical features with relevant validation functions will be developed
and implemented.
6.0

RECOMMENDATION

Based on his own experience throughout the first half of the project time
allocation, the developer is able to learn that although possible, it is highly risky
to work on a project which utilizes a programming language which is totally out of
your nature and believing in learning and acquiring the necessary skills to
develop a website for the planned technical requirements. As one lacks some of
the primary resources such as; working code snippets, more time will be
dedicated in understanding, exploring, testing the codes based on samples,
books and past projects with similar functionalities.
The developer also thought that although all programming language shares
common logic, it is highly time-consuming and stress demanding work to learn
and use a new programming language in parallel – this is due to the nature that
different programming language typically requires different type of handling, and
that some of the previously known command should be treated differently inorder to have a similar output.
It is highly recommended that all developers should consider to take-up more
time in executing a project under a language which is totally new to them. This
longer time-frame could come in handy, as developer will be able to have a time
dedicated in learning, and the reminder of the allocated time could then be used
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to code – instead of the learning and coding process running in parallel. This
method is thought to be more efficient as well as possessing less risk according
to the developer.
7.0

CONCLUSION

As reflected above, the developer is not having an obstruction-free journey
during his project development time. Although never being mentioned in any part
of this journal, the developer had also learnt about producing incremental backups in a hard way, as experienced losing the source codes and documentation
content during the development period.
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Abstract
Contemporary research in cognitive psychology suggests that the basic level
of categorisation is functionally superior because this is the level at which
categories are both informative and distinct. These characteristics are
believed to make the basic level of categorisation functionally superior.
Similar organisation was proposed for personality-trait categories. However,
much less work has been done in this domain of knowledge, which prompted
the investigation reported here to explore the structural organisation applying
an alternative methodology. The outcomes of the study generally support
some of the basic theoretical premises from past research that personalitytrait categories can be organised hierarchically, but the observed patterns
were not consistent with the exact predictions. The discrepancy between
previous and current findings in a wider psychological context is discussed.
Portions of this article was produced and submitted in the Undergraduate
Project Report form in fulfilment of the requirements for the BSc Hons
Psychology Degree for Alenxandr Ten from University of Greenwich.
Keywords: concepts, categorisation, personality trait concepts, basic level

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

The Theory of Basic Categorisation

It is quite apparent that the process categorisation is critical to human cognition.
Although any given entity can be categorised at various different levels and by
various different criteria, universally there seems to be a tendency for carving up the
world in a certain way (Mervis & Rosch, 1981; Murphy, 2002; Rosch, 1978). Given
the complexity of this cognitive ability researchers have taken different routes to
study it. For example, a structural approach to understanding categorisation raises
questions concerned with the relations between different concepts and different kinds
of concepts. Thus, taking the phenomenon of conceptual coherence as self-evident,
this approach directs one toward the understanding of what structural characteristics
concepts make them cohere in categories. In contrast, a functional approach poses a
question of why is it that they have to cohere. A functional inquiry comes from an
evolutionary-psychological assumption that the process of categorisation performs
some function with an identifiable adaptive set of purposes.
The theory of basic-level categorisation (Belohlavek & Trnecka, 2013; Corter
& Gluck, 1992; Markman & Wisniewski, 1997; Medin & Rips, 2005; Mervis & Rosch,
1981; Murphy, 2002; Murphy & Lassaline, 1997; Rosch, 1973; Rosch, 1978; Rosch &
Mervis, 1975, Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976;) is where the
two approaches overlap. The theory of the basic level picks out structural
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characteristics of categories and correlates them with functional significance of these
categories. The central premise of the theory is that functional utility of categories
should be directly related to some of their structural characteristics. Once the
dimensions of categories (e.g. informativeness, abstractness, fidelity, breadth etc.)
are defined and correlated with functionality of these categories (how good are they
in achieving a goal) the relationship can be formalised, that is, theorised. A cognitive
psychological theory of basic-level categorisation is viable to the extent that the
relations between the identified or predefined structural characteristics can predict
functional performance. Hence, a preliminary task is to parsimoniously identify the
function that categories might perform. However, an explanation of what makes
some categories (like those at the basic level) outperform others would need to be
structural.
The phenomenon of basic-level advantage has been established as a replicable and
robust effect (see Murphy, 2002; Murphy & Lassaline, 1997 for a comprehensive
review). Rosch et al. (1976) demonstrated that categories at a particular level were
the fastest to be validated, earliest to be learned by young children, and most
preferred in naming things. Murphy and Smith (1982) supported the assertion that
some categories provided the most natural way to delineate the world using artificial
stimuli. Importantly, the authors were also able to rule out the order of concept
acquisition as an ultimate determinant of preference. These findings not only
demonstrate that there is a stable level of categorization that is preferred, but also
suggest what might facilitate this advantage.
A rather conspicuous variable underlying categories is the level of abstraction (or
specificity). Within a semantic group of categories some (e.g. animal) are apparently
broader in their reference (or extension) than others (e.g. clownfish). At the first
glance, basic-level categories seem to be intermediate in their specificity. For some
reason we use neither the most general categories nor the maximally specific ones.
In the prominent series of studies by Rosch and colleagues (Rosch & Mervis, 1975;
Rosch et al., 1976) the basic level was argued to be the most abstract level of
categorisation at which categories are relatively highly informative and distinctive.
Informativeness was operationalised as the number of common attributes shared by
category members. For instance, animals collectively share relatively few attributes
in common, while dogs do considerably more. Compared to the number of common
attributes that dogs share, however, terriers share only a little more. A much more
prominent gain in the number of common attributes shared is observed when moving
from the superordinate level of categorisation (e.g. animal) to the basic (e.g. dog or
fish; Rosch et al., 1976). However, if informativeness was the only criterion for
preference, people would be inclined to use maximally specific, subordinate
categories such as terrier or clownfish. There must be some other aspect to
categories that gives mass to a certain point on the continuum of specificity that
causes our thinking to gravitate towards it. Another factor that partially distinguishes
the basic level is its relation to other categories at the same level of specificity, that
is, its distinctiveness (see Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Mervis & Rosch, 1981; Murphy,
2002). Basic categories (e.g. dogs and cows) are much more distinctive compared to
subordinate categories (German shepherds and rottweilers). The amount of
attributes shared by subordinate classes is much greater than the amount of
attributes shared by classes at higher levels. The basic level seems to be special
because categories at this level are both informative and well differentiated
(however, see Murphy, 2002). This structural hallmark makes basic-level categories
particularly useful for some of the concepts‟ important functions, such as making
inferences, communicating and learning (Corter & Gluck, 2002; Solomon, Medin, &
Lynch, 1999).
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Basic Level in the Domain of Personality

The foregoing discussion was focused exclusively on one broad domain of human
knowledge – that of concrete objects. Soon after the initial discovery and
formalisation of the notion of the basic level, researchers from other fields of
psychology attempted to identify it for categories from other domains of knowledge .
On the surface it seems only logical that since concepts other than concrete objects
form clusters of natural kinds, they should also follow some general principles
underlying the process. This viewpoint was originally endorsed by Rosch and
colleagues (Rosch et al., 1976). Hierarchical organisation with a basic level was
argued to exist among the categories of actions, events, emotions, and scenes
(reviewed in Murphy & Lassaline, 1997). Of interest to the current discussion is the
identification of the basic level in conceptual hierarchies of the social domain. An
early attempt was made by Cantor and Mischel (1979), who studied the
intrastructural organisation of personality-type categories. The researchers employed
the attribute-listing methodology identical to that of Rosch et al. (1976) to
demonstrate that people too can be categorised taxonomically. The intermediate
level in their hierarchies had all the requisites common to the basic level in object
taxonomies. However, the authors did not explore any functional implications of the
revealed structure. Moreover, the authors used somewhat odd examples of
personality descriptions (e.g. comic joker, PR-type) that are not normally used to
describe someone‟s individuality, unlike the more common personality-trait terms.
A decade later, John, Hampson, and Goldberg (1991) reported locating the basic
level for personality traits conceived of as natural categories of behaviours. The
authors operationalised the basic level as a “distinct elbow, in which the drop in
[descriptiveness] from one level to the next broader one is particularly pronounced”
(p. 349). Participants in their study rated certain personality traits (e.g. kind,
considerate, talented) as much more descriptive (rather than evaluative) than
broader superordinate traits (e.g. good, nice, exceptional). Notably, John et al. (1991)
identified a statistically distinct level between the basic (where the „elbow‟ occurred)
and the most specific, subordinate level, which they called the middle level. In
subsequent experiments the researchers showed that people prefer trait terms at the
basic level both in forced-choice and in free-naming laboratory conditions. John et al.
(1991) concluded that although several factors (e.g. familiarity with the target person,
desirability of the trait) influence the preference of categorisation at a certain level,
“when a person uses a trait term in a personality description, it is a good bet that it
will be a basic-level term” (p. 360).
A deeper analysis of the categorisation of personality-trait concepts reveals some of
the complications with regard to extending the theory of the basic level out from the
domain of concrete objects. For example, Cantor and Mischel (1979) argued that
relations among personality-descriptive categories are fuzzier and more complex.
For instance, there are many ways in which persons are casually categorised (e.g.
age, gender, race, type, occupation etc.). Furthermore, person categories often
violate the taxonomical principle of disjointness, which implies that a lower-level
category must necessarily be classified under a single higher-order category at a
given level (if a dog is a mammal, it cannot also be a reptile). Additionally, Hampson,
John, and Goldberg (1986) found that class-inclusion relations between personalityrelated categories of varying breadth were less strict than those of biological
taxonomies.
Moreover, dispositional categories may be of a different kind of concepts altogether.
If kinds of concepts are to be defined by structural representation (see Medin, Lynch,
& Solomon, 2000) then trait terms could differ from objects in that they do not seem
TMC Academic Journal, 2016, 11(1): 35 – 48
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to be organised by any principle of attribute-based family resemblance (as discussed
in Rosch & Mervis, 1975). Rather, the goodness of fit of various behavioural
instantiations into a personality-trait category appears to be ideal-based, while the
categories of such concepts are goal-derived (Read, Jones, & Miller, 1990; Borkenau
1990; Borkenau and Müller, 1991). Concept coherence of natural personality-trait
categories is likely not a taxonomical family-resemblance-based coherence. A
person acting in a certain way may be characterised by different, or even opposite
traits, depending on a situation. To illustrate, I can donate a hundred dollars and be
categorised as generous, provided I am not particularly wealthy, or I can perform the
exact same act and be considered stingy, given that I am insanely rich. Object
categorisation seems to be more consistent in comparison. Given the non-negligible
disparity between objects and traits, the question of whether the notion of the basic
level should be accommodated in, assimilated into, or abandoned from the theory of
structural organisation of personality-trait concepts should be raised and addressed
with care.
The formal procedure followed by Rosch et al. (1976) is problematic when it comes
to non-object categories such as personality traits. Rosch et al. (1976) relied on the
data obtained by asking their participants to either (a) think of and list various
attributes, or (b) describe and encode observed motor sequences, or (c) by
averaging the sketch-images of objects‟ shapes. None of these can be invariably
adopted to obtain directly comparable data for personality-trait categories.
John et al. (1991) acknowledged the challenges when they utilised a different
methodology, the nature of which is the central to this paper and shall be discussed
in more detail shortly. The procedure followed by John et al. (1991) for locating the
basic level does not provide a sufficient basis for extending the deductive value of
the theory of the basic level to the domain of personality traits. Namely, unlike the
case with physical objects, knowing which personality-trait terms are preferred (which
is only one aspect of the basic-level advantage phenomenon) is not informative of
the structural characteristics of behaviour-descriptive categories. The array of work
conducted in the domain of concrete-object concepts provides a genuine empirical
definition of the basic level, which is tied strongly to the feature-analysis methodology
used in this work. Since research conducted on the conceptual representation of
personality-trait categories did not follow the methodology involving any attribute or
feature generating procedure, the implications of its findings can be reasonably put to
scrutiny.
John et al. (1991) hypothesised the basic level to be the level at which a function
relating a category‟s fidelity and bandwidth is maximised in a trade-off. Several
conditions need to be met in order to be able to generalise the implications of the
basic level in the object domain to that of personality traits. First, Rosch‟s et al.
(1976) variable referred to as the level of abstraction or inclusivity should correspond
to the notion of bandwidth in John et al. (1991). This seems to be the case, as
Hampson, John, & Goldberg (1986) established class-inclusion relations among the
personality-trait stimuli used in 1991. Breadth was defined as an asymmetry in
judgements of pairs of class-inclusion statements of the form “being [narrow/broad
trait] is a way of being [broad/narrow trait]”. If judgement of meaningfulness of one
statement in a pair is asymmetrically superior to its counterpart, this category is said
to be broader than and subsume the other. Class inclusion for object categories can
be similarly – and, in fact, more robustly – demonstrated using an equivalent
procedure (see Hampson et al., 1986). Ultimately, the two notions are similar to the
extent to which the “is a” (see Murphy, 2002) relationship between concepts of
objects (nouns) is equivalent to the “is a way of” relationship between personality
terms (adjectives). Such (“is a”) relationships are critical to any hierarchical
organisation (Murphy, 2002). Although there is criticism against the equivalence of
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adjectival links pertinent between personality-trait categories to IS-A links (see
footnote 1 in John et al., 1991, p. 349), asymmetries can be replicated using the
noun form of inter-class relation statements containing personality traits
(“[narrow/broad trait] is a kind of [broad/narrow trait]”; Sparks, 1989, as cited in John
et al., 1991).
Another condition to be met is that the notion of informativeness in the domain of
object categories corresponds to the variable termed descriptiveness in John et al.
(1991). John et al. (1991) asked their participants to make a judgement about a trait‟s
descriptiveness, defined to participants as the degree to which a term implies “quite a
specific set of behaviours or experiences” (p. 351). Firstly, it is not clear to what
extent this measure is divergently valid against a more banal judgement of category
breadth (as used in Borkenau & Müller, 1991; Hampson, Goldberg, & John, 1987;
John et al., 1991). Borkenau and Müller (1991) provided instructions almost identical
to those used in John et al. (1991), which defined breadth as a “range of various
activities” to which a trait term refers (p. 314). Hampson et al. (1987) obtained a
substantial amount of category-breadth ratings of 573 personality terms, defining the
measure to their raters as a “range of behaviours… [from] extremely specific … [to]
extremely broad” (p. 243). The same breadth rating protocol was also used by
Hampson et al. (1986) to establish the convergent validity for the statementasymmetry measure described above. Secondly, Rosch‟s et al. (1976)
informativeness was originally defined entirely by the number of attributes (or motor
movements, or shapes) category members share in common, analysis of which was
made possible by a procedure that John et al. (1991) chose not to employ (for good
reasons). In turn, descriptiveness may reflect something other than the amount of
information implied by a category name. Thirdly, perhaps even more problematic is
that John et al. (1991) did not address the dimension of distinctiveness at all. The
basic level is “the level at which categories maximize within-category similarity
relative to between-category similarity” (Mervis & Rosch, 1981, p. 92). Structurally it
is a product of interaction between the vertical and horizontal dimensions of
categories within a hierarchical structure (Rosch, 1978). It should not be defined
solely by a category‟s informativeness/descriptiveness. Furthermore, the “distinct
elbow” in John et al. (1991) was likely measured on an interval scale. It can only be
meaningful if class-inclusion categories (which are essentially ordinal) are somehow
also assumed to be equally distant from each other. If such an assumption (rightfully)
isn‟t made, informativeness/ descriptiveness only tells us that categories of some
intermediate value on this dimension (which primarily reflects breadth/abstraction
itself) are preferred.
In summary, claims about the basic level in personality-trait structure as it was
defined originally are not definitive. The alternative methodological decisions made
by researchers studying personality-trait categories do not provide enough
information to extend the theory to this new domain. John, Hampson, and Goldberg
acknowledged and addressed some of the subtle nuances of extrapolating the
existing theory to the new territory, but the points discussed above suggest that such
research would benefit from a methodology validated in the domain of concrete
objects and that would allow one to (a) study natural personality-trait structure, (b)
tap on both dimensions underlying the basic-level categorisation, and (c) do without
any feature-listing protocol. The paradigm described in the next section meets these
criteria.
1.3.

Similar yet Different and the “Second Guess” Paradigm

Inspired by the structural alignment theory of similarity that incorporates notions of
slots and fillers (see Markman & Gentner, 1996; Wisniewski, 1996), Markman &
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Wisniewski (1997) highlighted another feature of basic-level categories. Although
basic-level categories (which are members of a superordinate category) are
demonstrably distinct, their differentiation is alignable. That is, categories at this level
have overlapping representational frames. To illustrate, suppose there is a category
with a finite set of instances, c = {i1, i2, i3, …, in} and suppose that any given instance
ii, can be described by a finite set of dimensional features, F = {f1, f2, f3, …, fn}.
Instances i1 and i2 would have overlapping representational frames if they had many
dimensional features in common. They could still be distinct, but not in virtue of nonalignable differences whereby the sets of features would be altogether different. They
would be distinct because the values within a shared (alignable) feature set are
different. Whereas both cars and buses have seats, a car [typically] has two rows
whereas a bus has many more than two.
This distinction adds to the previously under differentiated view of distinctiveness of
basic-level categories (Markman & Wisniewski, 1997). In the first study reported by
Markman and Wisniewski, participants were asked to think of descriptions
(representational frames) of categories at different levels of abstraction and then
generate a verbal response that would adequately fit that description. Predictions
made from the structural alignment theory, which were later confirmed empirically,
were the following:

a) Basic-level categories should yield many minimal contrasts (i.e. samelevel responses from the same parent category)

b) Subordinate categories should yield minimal contrasts as well as distal
c)

contrasts (i.e. different-level responses from the same parent category)
Superordinate categories, since they do not share a representational
frame with anything, should yield words semantically different.
Differences between these words and the stimuli would be non-alignable

Superordinate categories don‟t appear to have very broad representational frames;
that is, the sets of dimensional features for these categories do not have many
dimensions with which a category can be described. Indeed, superordinate
categories seem to be coherent by virtue of a small set of characteristics, often
abstract or functional (Murphy, 2002; Murphy & Lassaline, 1997; Rosch & Mervis,
1975).
Another noteworthy observation from Markman & Wisniewski‟s (1997)
experiment, which is related to the previous one, was that basic level categories
yielded much more consistent responses compared to both subordinate and
superordinate categories. Significantly less unique responses were given to basiclevel categories (e.g. many responded desk to table) than to subordinate and
superordinate categories. In response to superordinate categories (e.g. furniture)
participants tended to give arbitrary and semantically unrelated words (e.g. floor, tree
stump), and hence more disagreement and unique responses. For categories at the
subordinate level (e.g. kitchen table) the agreement was lesser because participants
seemed to rely on a greater set of possibilities, which included the set of subordinate
categories from the parent basic-level category (e.g. dining room table, family room
table) as well as other categories from the parent superordinate (e.g. counter, desk).
The authors explain the observed reliability in generating basic-level contrasts in
terms of the size of the „comparison set‟. At least from the data exemplified by the
authors (Table 2, p. 58), participants generally seemed to respond with a basic-level
name. However, upon responding to a subordinate-level category, such as kitchen
table, participants may have implicitly assumed that the description provided in the
task scenario was detailed enough for them to have guessed as specifically as
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kitchen table the first time, which inclined some of them to respond with a minimally
contrasting category. Thus added disagreement among participants in response to
subordinate targets probably resulted from the expansion of a meaningful contrast
set.
Markman and Wisniewski‟s (1997) methodology allowed them to predict and
test a structural implication of the basic level of categorisation. Adding to the prior
characterisation of the basic level the authors concluded that concrete-object
categories at this level were „similar and different‟ (something Rosch and Mervis
acknowledged in 1975). The effect of increased agreement was predicted from the
structural organisation under investigation, and the conforming data supported this
organisation.
If the basic level of personality-trait categories as located by John and
colleagues (1991) means the same as the basic level identified in concrete object
taxonomies, then various implications – not only functional, such as communicational
preference, but also structural, including those discussed in Markman and
Wiskiewski (1997) – should also be true of categories in the personality domain.
Cantor and Mischel (1979) proposed that a finer understanding of the systems of
person categorisation is to be achieved by comparing and contrasting them to
insights about object categorisation as a baseline. Whether the findings against
similar predictions in the two domains diverge or not entails different theoretical
outlook on categories and their functional role.
For the purposes of this study, it is hypothesised that the basic-level stimuli
(as located by John et al. 1991) should result in the more similar responses from
participants than stimuli at other levels. Additionally, it is expected that responses to
the basic-level stimuli would mostly be other basic-level categories, while responses
to stimuli at other levels would also include concepts at other levels of specificity.
Specifically, subordinate-level and middle-level stimuli are expected to yield
categories equal in specificity as well as more general basic-level categories.
Superordinate stimuli are predicted to respond by more semantically distant words,
compared to more specific categories.
2.

METHOD

2.1 Participants
The participants were recruited through opportunity sampling in several public
locations in Singapore. The sampling method was chosen because the task required
a perfect understanding of the instructions, which was not feasible using more widely
reaching methods. The total of 80 people (47 female, 33 male) participated in the
study. The majority of the participants were young adults and college students.
2.2. Procedure
The researcher used a standardised script to brief the participants and read out the
instructions. The task was identical to the one used in Markman & Wisniewski‟s
(1997) study, but with the wording slightly altered in order to constrain participants‟
responses to only the personality-descriptive concepts that were of interest.
Participants were asked to think of a “second guess” that would correspond to the
stimulus word (the “first guess”). The stimuli were provided sequentially and no time
limit was set to respond to any of the stimuli. After providing the instructions the
researcher asked the participants to summarise the them in order to ensure the
correct understanding. If the participants failed to understand what was required of
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them the researcher clarified until such an understanding was reached and then
proceeded to the task.
2.3. Stimuli
The stimuli were taken from the report by John, Hampson, and Goldberg (see John
et al., 1991). The authors claimed to have located the basic level for 14 hierarchies
(7 desirable and 7 undesirable) of personality trait categories. Four hierarchies of
socially desirable traits from John‟s et al. (1991) list were used in the study reported
here. The decisions about the quantity and the quality of the stimulus set were based
on several considerations. First, the size of the stimulus set had to be such that
would allow for a sufficient amount of data for any meaningful analysis, yet be (a)
feasible given the design of the study and (b) not too overwhelming for the
participants. Lastly, to control for any potential social desirability effects (see John et
al., 1991) traits from the same side of the spectrum were chosen (the choice being
arbitrary). Table 1 lists the four stimulus sets used in the study, with their respective
hierarchical levels.
Table 1
Trait terms used in the study (from John et al., 1991)
Set

Subordinate

Middle

Basic

Superordinate

1

Charitable

Generous

Kind

Good

2

Tactful

Polite

Considerate

Nice

3

Daring

Adventurous

Self-confident

Strong

4

Precise

Orderly

Organised

Competent

To control for order effects, each stimulus was equally likely to be presented first,
second, third, or fourth in order. Additionally, to control for the possibility that
answering more than one stimulus from the same hierarchy may bias the subsequent
responding, the stimuli were presented in groups of four where no two stimuli were
from the same hierarchy. Each participant gave his or her responses to only one
such set and each set was presented to 20 participants. Thus, 320 responses were
generated.
3.

OUTCOMES

The study produced two unanticipated results. First, contrary to the prediction more
participants agreed responding to John‟s et al. (1991) middle-level stimuli compared
to stimuli at other levels, suggesting the participants relied on a smaller set of
alternatives when generating a response to a middle-level trait category. The result is
somewhat consistent with prior research by John et al. (1991) Specifically, since a
middle-level category should be relatively less abstract than the categories above it
in the hierarchy, fewer possible acts corresponding to this level might have been
considered, thus fewer other categories of possible acts were generated. Less
agreement to higher-level categories could be plausibly explained by the account
that these categories refer to a broader set of well-differentiated behaviours that are
rather appropriately subsumed into a broader range of categories. Finally, the reason
why this was not the case for the subordinate level could be because subordinate-
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level stimuli were responded to with both equally specific and less specific but still
quite similar categories. Furthermore, it supports the original assertion that the
middle level is distinct from its immediate neighbours from above and below (see
John et al., 1991).
Second, word frequency scores varied a lot more among superordinate-generated
responses than among responses given to more specific categories. Compared to
the first result, the second finding is much more open to interpretation. It is based on
many assumptions should be regarded as complementary ad hoc evidence that
would be impossible to interpret in isolation. The measure of variance of word
frequency values was used to represent the homogeneity of the response categories‟
hierarchical level. Such operationalisation assumes that words at some levels are
used in general communication more often than words at other levels. Lower
variance would mean that the categorisation level of responses in each condition did
not vary much. Conversely, higher variance observed for the superordinate category
condition would suggest that there were relatively many high- and low-level
responses as well as basic-level responses
The modal word frequency score for the response set at each level was actually 0,
indicating that most of the words generated by the participants were rarely used in
communication. It does not mean necessarily mean that all words with the score of 0
are subordinate- or superordinate-level words. It can also mean that personalitydescriptive terms in general are used less frequently relative to the words that did
make it to the normative list compiled Leech et al. (2001)1. Yet any score greater
than zero can reasonably be assumed to be a basic-level word. Crucially, however,
many of the generated words were subject to ambiguity. For instance, words like
giving, nice, heavy, determined or able are not at all exclusive to personality or
behaviour reference and higher frequency score might indicate this universality of
use. Therefore the size of variance is likely to reflect the conflation of frequently used
basic-level personality-related words and words that are not restricted to personality
domain. Thus, the highest variance, which was observed for superordinate-level
responses, suggests that in response to words at this level participants were more
likely to answer with words of ambiguous meaning. In contrast, responses at lower
levels were a lot more homogeneous in comparison and were probably much more
restricted in their use to the domain of personality. Such interpretation is in line with
the view that superordinate categories are much more abstract than categories lower
in the hierarchy. Even the stimulus superordinates (e.g. good, nice, strong) are
probably more (or at least equally) likely to be used in contexts other than describing
someone‟s personality.
Overall, the results seem to support previous work. However, it is not clear why was
the observed pattern “shifted” relative to the predictions? One possibility is that the
middle level in this study corresponds better to the conventional structural
characterisation of the basic level. This however is inconsistent with the functional
preference that was documented by John et al. (1991). As suggested in the
introduction, functional superiority of basic level categories appear to stem from their
structural characteristics (although the direction of this causal link has not been
entirely disambiguated, see Murphy, 2002). However, participants in John‟s et al.
(1991) investigation preferred categories at the level higher than the one that have
1 Even some of the “a priori” basic-level terms from John et al. (1991) were not present in the

frequency list by Leech et al. (2001). For example, considerate and self-confident were not in the
list, whereas some of the lower-level words from the same sets were in the list (e.g. polite,
daring).
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behaved like the basic in the current study. Could the level of preference in John et
al. (1991) be a level at which categories are not maximally informative and distinct?
The authors noted that the forces of two factors might shift the level of preference:
familiarity with the target person and consistency of the target‟s behaviour with
participant‟s liking for the person (John et al., 1991). Participants were more likely to
use more general terms when they described unfamiliar individuals. Of more
relevance to this discussion is the observation that they the participants were also
more likely to use specific terms when describing undesirable behaviours of liked
persons (e.g. friends or themselves) or desirable acts of disliked persons. Research
from social cognition (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007) suggests that people‟s
dispositional traits are judged on two dimensions roughly corresponding to the
intuitive notions of warmth and competence. The former however is given a lot more
weight in its importance since dispositions varying on this “others-directed”
dimension may have important implications to the perceiver. Incidentally, people may
be more motivated to be aware of specific behaviours of “cold” persons compared
“warm” persons (similarly to how people differentiate negative emotions more than
positive ones; see Fredrickson, 1988). Put differently, it does not matter what a
person does, so long as he/she is good to me, but I want to know more about how
he/she behaves or what goals he/she pursues if I know they might mean harm.
Perhaps due to the nature of the task used in John et al. (1991) participants were
not interested in structurally fine-grained distinctions at the basic level unless they
were made so by virtue of inconsistency. For instance, in the second study reported
by John et al. (1991) liked stimulus persons in general elicited more “basic-level” trait
terms (which in this study have behaved like superordinates). Nevertheless, even
when the general liking of the target person was high, they were more inclined to use
more specific basic-level trait category names in order to be more consistent with the
general disposition along the dimension of warmth. It seems therefore that
categorisation of personalities at the basic level is preferred only when a more
specific behavioural description is required. Perception of others is heavily contingent
on a person‟s motivation and broader social constraints (see Fiske, 1993; Maner et
al., 2012). Therefore, the basic-level advantage may not be as robust a phenomenon
as it is in the domain of concrete objects.
While the results of this study generally support the structural organisation of
categories in the domain studied, future research that would provide a more definitive
account is needed. It is still not entirely clear which concepts in a hierarchy are
informative and distinct, and thus basic. Previous literature would argue it to be at the
level of kind, considerate, self-confident, and organised, while current findings
suggest it is at the level of generous polite adventurous orderly. If informativeness is
reflected in the degree to which a category refers to a specific set of acts, and
typicality of acts is reflected in the degree to which these acts are perceived to
pursue the same goal (or result in the same effect; Read et al., 1990; Borkenau,
1990) the basic level should be locatable at wherever those two dimensions are
maximised. A study pin-pointing the basic-level would need to employ some
empirical measures of both (e.g. Borkenau & Müller, 1991). Informativeness could be
assessed either by direct ratings (as used in John et al., 1991) or by asking people to
rate the confidence with which they infer a trait from observing (or thinking of) an act
or a series of acts. In this case, higher confidence would indicate higher specificity
and reflect informativeness defined as such. In turn, distinctiveness could be
measured by assessing the degree to which categories at the same level of
informativeness pursue the same goal. All this, however, would require an
assumption of hierarchical organisation of personality-trait categories. Arguably, any
conceptual domain could be organised hierarchically or at least seem to be
organised in such a way, since basic-level categorisation is a basic process of
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human memory (Mervis & Rosch, 1981). Whether it is the most natural kind of
categorisation in this domain is another matter. Murphy and Lassaline (1997;
Murphy, 2002) argue that theories non-object categorisation may benefit from
exploring alternative conceptualisations of categorical organisation (see also Read et
al., 1990; Solomon, Medin, & Lynch, 1999).
Importantly, the above discussion also invites more research on the functional utility
of personality-trait categories. There well might be a hierarchical structure to
personality-trait categories based on similarity and inclusivity relations, but it may not
be as potent in determining communicational or any other type of functional
superiority, as it is for physical objects. While the primary functions (among many;
Solomon et al., 1999; Medin & Rips, 2005) of categories are communication and
feature prediction (Corter & Gluck, 1992), personality-trait concepts may be adaptive
in the social context because they allow for reconciliation between personal and
societal goals (Borkenau, 1991; Fiske, 1993). Moreover, more specific personalitydescriptive concepts both semantically and lexically seem to be closer to acts,
perceptual differentiation of which may be important; while broader disposition
capturing concepts may serve to construct more abstract and complex schematic
narratives (Borkenau & Müller, 1991; Read & Miller, 2005). Under such
considerations, the notion of the basic level among structures of personalitydescriptive categories is less useful with regard to its functional implications.
Nonetheless, studying their structural organisation will doubtlessly contribute to the
general theory of concepts.
4.2. Limitations
It is to be acknowledged that the discussion in the previous section is rather
speculative, given the scope of the research work reported. Clearer results would
have been obtained had all stimuli from John et al. (1991) been used. Furthermore,
any comprehensive account bridging person perception and theory of concepts
would need to look at a representative sample of personality trait terms as used in a
regular conversation which is probably different (and might exceed) even normative
collections of trait terms (e.g. Hampson et al., 1987).
Additionally, a lot of discrepancy has been ignored between the contexts of prior and
current research. The past research studied populations of American and British
speakers of English, while the current research was conducted in the Singaporean
bilingual context. Although people in Singapore speak English fluently, the form of
the language spoken there has undergone considerable assimilation from local
cultures. People casually use terms unique to Singlish (Singaporean English) in
everyday speech, which is especially true for personality-trait terms. Some of the
words (e.g. tactful or precise) could have been odd and unfamiliar personality
descriptors for some of the participants. Differences in language, namely what is
being captured by specific words of a language, depend non-trivially on the sociocultural forces that determine which conceptual distinctions are useful (Malt et al., in
press). Moreover, whereas the prior study (John et al., 1991) involved what authors
described as “verbally sophisticated” participants, the current study was likely to have
recruited more typical individuals.
4.1. Conclusion
Social cognition has important implications for both intergroup and interpersonal
interactions, and basic cognitive ability such as concept formation (in this context,
dividing people up in groups based on their personality traits) comprise its very
skeleton. Bringing the two theories closer is likely to result in reciprocal enrichment.
TMC Academic Journal, 2016, 11(1): 35 – 48
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Cognitive psychology can inform high-level theories with descriptions of basic
mechanisms and structure underlying everyday behaviour. Context specific research,
like that on personality traits perception, can similarly encourage a more refined
examination of general processes. The current study supported some of the basic
theoretical premises from previous research. However, somewhat unexpected
results are suggestive of possible theoretical gaps that are to be resolved only by
future research. The modest scope of the study and its limitations do not permit
making any strong positive conclusions; rather they point to potential areas of
interest.
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Abstract
This research paper aims to discuss the phenomenon of globalisation
throughout decade, and how the various impacts and leading factors of it has
led to the rapid rise of human migration as we know in today’s context. The
growth in the technological aspect has always played a crucial component
and has been a contributor to the growth of the migration at large. In a
globalised world with increasing connectivity and information sharing
throughout the means of modern technological products and services, it has
massively contributed to a better spread of knowledge and awareness across
the globe regarding the opportunities that is available elsewhere from one’s
country of origin, as well as the values and ethical beliefs of an open society.
Throughout the text, it also questions the importance of cultural
homogenisation in the era of globalisation, and how a significant culture and
identity has greatly put up to the idea of global freedom among different
nationalities.
Keywords: globalisation, global, migration, technology, economic, culture,
society, and media.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Our world in today‟s age is changing rapidly – economically, demographically,
politically, and in so many other ways. Globalisation has always played a paramount
factor in bringing closer relations between the various human societies since several
decades ago even before the world began, which is now made much more possible
with the advancement of technology. Through globalisation, countries and nations
around the world have become more interconnected and interdependent, with
societies being more exposed to the different cultures and people across the
geographical, political and social borders from a local to a global scale.
2.0

GLOBALISATION AND HOMOGENISATION

Definition wise, globalisation in the concept of the modern era is simply “a process of
integration or interaction among people, companies, and governments, all driven by
international trade and investments, aided by information technology and
communication” (BBC, 2016). There is no doubt that globalisation has greatly
attributed to the result of human innovation and technological development over the
years. It is such an unstoppable and ongoing trend, which changes the whole world
so effectively that no continents can ever be separated from it. The impact of
globalisation has brought together the countless aspects of culture of different
regions, which is now becoming gradually similar throughout the years. Globalisation
has supposedly led the world to be more culturally homogenised due to the
numerous cultural identities of so many countries, specifically from the Western
nations. King (1997) explains that cultural homogenisation is the homogenisation of
different cultural practices, blended into one uniform practice that does not show any
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trace of diversity of different cultures of origin among different people. It aims to
diminish the local culture, identity, and in some cases religion of an individual, which
can lead the society into becoming homogenous (King, 1997). The local cultures of
many countries around the world today are under pressure due to the ever-changing
world and the growing power of globalisation. We cannot deny that cultures have
changed and evolved especially in the 21st century and globalisation may have
accelerated that change even further.
3.0

CULTURAL EFFECTS OF MIGRATION

The rapid rise of the Western media, such as Hollywood movies, television shows
and American pop music in particular has deeply influenced the social structure of
these various societies. For instance, American reality television happens to be a
popular form of broadcast medium among the American demographics. One of the
most prevailing examples of such is Keeping Up With The Kardashians, which
follows up the family life of the Kardashian family. The show has developed a
dedicated fan following internationally and has greatly contributed to the idea of a
glamorous American lifestyle that is heavily practiced by the family. Thus, people are
then seen to conform to the Western ideal a whole lot more, and this will slowly and
steadily deteriorate cultures of origin of an individual. Still, the Western influence
does have its positive aspects as well. The expansion of trade of well-known
products and services, such as the famous fast food chain, McDonalds, or even highend retail brands like H&M and Topshop, have brought about the increase exposure
of foreign cultures to all sorts of societies. Apart from that, the rise of global
communications such as the Internet, smartphones, e-mail and television are
becoming cheaper and widely available to the masses. This increasing simplicity and
speed of global communications have enabled people to develop shared ideas and
interest among themselves in between cultures and identities (King, 1997).
4.0

PUSH AND PULL FACTORS OF MIGRATION

Globalisation is said to be a key facilitator of the migration in general (Melamed,
2015). In an increasingly interconnected world, human migration has become a
reality that touches every part of the globe, often making prominent distinctions
between countries of origin, transit and destination obsolete. With the advances of
transportation and communication primarily, it has now made it easier, cheaper and
accessible for people to move around without a hassle. Additionally, conflicts,
inequality, poverty and the lack of decent jobs in their home country are among the
reasons as to why people leave their homes in search for a better future for
themselves and their families as well. However, despite the many benefits of
migration, migrants still remain to be the most vulnerable members of the society in
developed countries specifically up till today (United Nations, 2016). Nevertheless,
human migration as a whole has always been essential in the social and economic
development of modern states in developed nations. Migrants are still given the
opportunity to forge newer and favourable paths in the numerous area of expertise
available out there and enrich their host communities by fostering their own cultural
diversity and landscape (Melamed, 2015).
5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL REFUGEES

The phenomenon of migrating or the human migration has been around throughout
time. It has existed through human cultures, histories and civilizations. It is evident
that human migration first came about when East Africans of the pre-agricultural
times started venturing out of their homeland to populate other areas all over the
world (National Geographic, 2005). Since then, a great wave of human migration had
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subsequently took place, for instance, the Age of Discovery of the many Europeans
between the 15th and 17th century, the Victorian era, the first and second World War
that happened in 1935 and 1945 respectively are among the many distinct events of
the largest human migration period. According to the National Geographic (2005),
human migration occurs at a variety of scales – between countries, within countries
and also between countries on a given continent. The most substantial form of
migration pattern has been from a rural to an urban environment, which is the
movement of people from the countryside to cities to secure a better lifestyle
(National Geographic, 2005).
6.0

ECONOMIC FACTORS OF MIGRATION

Global mobility, as mentioned above, has enabled people to travel and settle down in
distant places around the world with ease. It is said people often prefer to migrate to
the Western countries due to the fact that the Western culture are much more
receptive towards the idea of change, openness and equality as compared to
Eastern or Asian cultures (The United Nations, 2016). Socio-political and economic
factors are the principal forces driving human migration (Piesse, 2014). Firstly, sociopolitical issues, for example, racism, sexism, war, oppression, government instability
or even religion propel people to seek refuge in countries that are much more open
minded and are against false discriminatory. The disapproval of LGBT relationships
or perhaps the rising mutual violence, often as a result of ethnic or religious conflicts
are few of the many instances that causes people to migrate away from their
homeland, seeking freedom, acceptance and safety in a better place within their
social sphere of life (Piesse, 2014). Secondly, economic inequality between
developing and developed countries encourages the movement of people from the
former to the latter (United Nations, 2016). Migrants are drawn to the idea of
international migration often because of the possibility of earning higher wages,
better employment opportunities, and also the longing to escape the domestic sociopolitical situation of their home country in hopes for a more attractive way of life.
Hence, these associated impacts are all key factors that drive human migration and
population movements in between continents.
On the contrary, media imperialism may also be one of the contributing factors
leading to the rising rate of human migration. As stated by Bricmont (2000),
imperialism by definition is “the creation and maintenance of an unequal economic,
cultural and territorial relationship, usually between states and frequently in a form of
an empire, based on subordination and domination”, whereas media imperialism is a
media based theory which implies that “smaller companies are slowly losing their
form of identity due to the authority of media outlets from larger nations”, (Wise
Geek, 2016). We cannot deny that globalisation has played a major component in
media imperialism thus far.
7.0

MEDIA IMPERIALISM

Without the media, information would not have reached the far corners of the globe.
However, these media messages are often disseminated in a way where the culture
and beliefs are also being pushed along with it (Bricmont, 2000). For instance, in a
positive prospect, the reflection and importance of women‟s rights in the United
States have successfully created and influence a more powerful image in other
country‟s media as well. In a negative prospect, the commercials and advertising of
McDonalds in America for example, promoting their staple “fast food” as a way of
living pushes the American culture of independence and individualism upon other
cultures that traditionally favour family orientation and harmony, especially in third
TMC Academic Journal, 2016, 11(1): 49 – 54
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world countries such as in India or China. That being said, media consumers do tend
to believe in these media messages, and thus leading to a culturally homogenised
and standardisation of the whole world (Khan, 2009). Still, this given factors may also
give migrants the impression that Western countries is generally a much more
desirable and preferable place to live in due to their progressively social atmosphere,
and therefore leading to the rising rate of human migration at large. Likewise, there
are many arguments regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the human
migration and how it is affecting countries of origin. In spite of the several factors
contributing to human migration, it is not entirely an advantageous possibility (Oak,
2011). These arguments divide into those linking to the numbers, and also to those
linking to the differing characteristics.
8.0

MANAGING MIGRATION

Through human migration, it can result to a population imbalance of a particular
nation. Increase in the population density in certain regions of the country is known to
be the basic drawbacks of human migration. The movement of people from one
country to another may lead to overcrowding as opposed to deserting in another, and
this will definitely affect the standard of living of an individual. Apart from that,
opposing citizens who are clearly against the act of human migration may argue that
migrants do not deserve the distribution of the nation‟s wealth as they do not have a
right on it. Human migration has a significant impact on investment needs like
housing, labour market and other infrastructure, although it varies widely. In addition,
migrants at times might potentially put national security at risk as well. It is said that
lesser educated migrants are believed to increase criminal activities such as theft,
rape, violence, human trafficking and other malpractices in the country and at the
same time possibly causing substantial segregation of a society (The United Nations,
2016). Nonetheless, the benefits of human migration still outweigh the disadvantages
of it. Human migration overall brings in diversity, cultural dynamism and cultural
exchanges between people. This gives a platform for people who came from very
diverse backgrounds to come together and share their views on the various subject
of matter. Furthermore, it gives these migrants‟ new opportunities as well as
exposing them to a surrounding that may be very different from their home country.
Economically, migration is able to generate more wealth and tax revenue for the
government. It gives a global perspective on the social and economic growth of the
society, which hence helps to broaden the scope for economic development (The
United Nations, 2016).
9.0

MEDIA AND EDUCATION

Theoretical wise, the Uses and Gratification theory approach fits into the concept of
globalisation and human migration, in which by definition is an approach of
understanding as to why and how people use the media to seek into a specific media
activity that is able satisfy their needs and desires (TMC, 2013). The media has been
viewed as a significant influence in the act of human migration. People at times use
the different means of media as part of their cognitive needs – to acquire knowledge
or information regarding a certain subject or issue. Through these different media
channels, it will automatically expose these people to the examples and ideas about
the human migration. On top of that, dominating media outlets such as the American
media are often seen feeding media consumers with information that are associated
with the Western lifestyle. The spread of the American media gives media
consumers a broader insight as to how people there are able to live their life liberally
from any forms of oppression. All in all, the wide-scale movement of people is as
much as a defining feature as globalisation as the movement of products, goods,
services and capital.
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10.0

CONCLUSION

Although numerous citizens may feel that their culture, beliefs and perhaps their jobs
are susceptible to being eradicated due to the uncontrolled numbers migrants
coming in and out of the country, societies and economies most importantly depend
on human migration greatly in order to sustain economic growth, similarly to how
governments give importance towards free trade and investment. Besides, a number
of countries like the Western nations are in fact ideologically committed in opening up
their borders as compared to other nations out there as they are already long instilled
with histories of migration. Nevertheless, human migration will continue to major in
the years to come, as it is an unstoppable factor of the globalised lifestyle. It will not
and cannot and should not be stopped at all cost. It is for the better good of the
countries, as well as the millions of people who vote within their way no matter the
restrictions that are put out to them.
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Abstract
Media ownership and the regulatory aspects define the way the media
operates in Singapore. Pro-government stance, regulatory and the structural
control over the Singapore’s media overall restricts and discourages the
development and progress of an environment where one’s views can be
conveyed freely to the masses without falling into a threat of such action.
There is no doubt that the Singapore’s media sector today is being highly
regulated and strictly monitored in terms of its editorial ‘contents’, despite the
nation being deemed as a democratic society. This research paper
addresses the primary issue of the ultimate control of the Singapore’s
government in the media space and how the censorship of political issues
especially prevents opposition parties, civil society opponents and other
foreign journalists to comment on sensitive local matters.
Keywords: media, media ownership, freedom of speech, freedom of press
and hegemony.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, the media, be it new or traditional forms or platforms,
have significantly become tools of influence that are deeply valued within the society
today. Our generation now is known to be one that is so technological savvy,
especially with the invention of smartphones and the Internet that it has undoubtedly
brought about media consumers easier access to the latest news reports from both
the local and foreign media with greater efficiency. Sources of information and
various interpretations are now able to disseminate quickly and powerfully to the
majority of the masses, however, we cannot deny that the trends towards a less
ethical and independent, and more restricted press is slowly increasing each year.
The influence of the media has subconsciously controlled and disempowered media
consumers, and despite the constant reminders of the importance of a democratic
press, particularly right here in Singapore, the widespread usage of media control
and regulation prevents an unbiased, professional and in extreme cases, nonpropagandistic journalism for most media companies out there.
2.0

MEDIA OWNERSHIP

Mass media ownership and its effects on the various aspects of mass media
performance has been a topic of interest of many media studies throughout the
years. There is no doubt that the concentration of media ownership today is doing
much more harm than good, especially in a democratic nation such Singapore where
there are many rights, values and freedoms that citizens are rightfully entitled to
despite those rights being infringed. Nonetheless, media ownership overall is in fact
still important for a number of arguable reasons. Without the media being
concentrated into several ownerships, the media may be commercially driven. The
concentrated media owners usually do tend to have a larger influence and
empowerment on its readers or viewers, as they are the primary source of
information and thus, low levels of competitiveness among media companies may
result to poor efficiency levels, slowing down innovation and leading to the increase
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prices of mediums (Shymkova, 2016). With the expansion of newer media
technologies, traditional media services are challenged most of the time by these
digital technologies that can result to emergence of new content and platform, which
may benefit national cultures since they are able to access information from other
alternative sources. Still, this being said concentrated media ownership only shares
specific ideas, views and information to the public, influencing an individual‟s opinion.
While on one hand, it is unquestionable to note that the media has always been, and
will always be essential as a “weapon”, or a tool that protects oneself from the
ravages of modern society and one that is often used in the pursuit of obtaining a
better livelihood (Cheah, 2012). This particular weapon itself gives audiences the
authority, confidence, and most importantly the power to carve out decisions of their
own that is free from the opposition, oppression and challenges of the world (Cheah,
2012). For instance, in a consumerist world, the media is being used by businesses
as tool to advertise and promote their products, and at the same time to attain
consumers‟ interest in their products sold. The context of such occurrences among
the majority of the businesses out there has enabled consumers with the informed
information and knowledge, which in return allows consumers to opt and choose
between products of their choice. This is clearly evident in the world of politics as
well, where vaster information that is made available on the Internet has empowered
audiences to make decisions in electing their leaders. The propagation of
presidential elections campaigns on television, and the use of social networking
websites such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube have overtime increased the pool
of information that helps audiences to decide. American President Barack Obama,
for example, has known to use social media to his advantage to broadcast
information while engaging the community in efforts to build the nation as he
promised in the 2012 American Presidential Elections. In a nutshell, the media in
general has been influencing the masses with the necessary availability of
information in regards to making rational and distinctive decisions in life.
3.0

MEDIA SITUATION IN SINGAPORE

On the contrary, the Singapore media on the other hand plays a complex role in
shaping and controlling political opinions and subject matter, rather than being a
neutral channel of broadcasting such given information. It is extremely powerful in
the sense that without an adequate functioning media, it is virtually impossible for a
sophisticated political structure like the Singapore‟s government cease to exist.
4.0

PRESS AND BROADCAST REGULATIONS AND HEGEMONY

According to the Singapore‟s Baseline Study by Article 19 (2005), freedom of speech
and freedom of press are both crucial aspects in being able to maintain a wellfunctioning democratic media. But, in the perspective of Singapore‟s viewpoint, the
concept of hegemony lies on the hands of the government itself, in which in this it
means where the success of the government in presenting their version of “reality”
through the media in such a way that it is thoroughly accepted by the people as
“common sense” (Goldberg, 2001). Additionally, in actual fact, separate independent
news outlet in Singapore does not even exist. It is entirely controlled by one
dominating news outlet up till today, which is under the government control that is by
the Media Corporation of Singapore, also known as “MediaCorp” for short (Article 19,
2005). Nevertheless, even in a pluralistic environment like Singapore, the media
coverage is frequently divided between competing factions, with no attempt at
fairness or accuracy especially in regards to local politics (Willems and Puddington,
2014). In spite of the introduction to such legislation, to curb the concentration of
media ownership in Singapore has long overdue. Confronted with a number of
possibilities, media owners in Singapore has bickered through and through that such
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political measures being implied by the Singapore‟s government, as evidently stated
in the Singapore’s Baseline Study (2005), has encroached on their individual rights
and transgressed the freedom of press (Al Jazeera, 2015). According to Artz (2013),
he implied that “as one technology dominates the mass communication system, its
social and cultural use depends on ownership and control of the technology”. Still,
the truth is that the case of imposing limits of media ownership in Singapore is often
based solely on social, cultural, including democratic and journalistic concerns. Most
developed countries like the United States for instance, have legislated the
restrictions of the amount of media holdings any company or individual, politically or
not, are allowed to own. While others have been functioning positively to the crosslimit of media ownership, comparing to other developed nations, Singapore clearly
does not hold any requirements. There is not much to prevent or stop one political
ideology from dominating and controlling the masses – television, radio or
newspaper markets in the country. For being in a “free” and “democratic” society, it is
to an extent intolerable.
5.0

DEFAMATION LAW

Numerous right activists have claimed that the Singapore‟s government has had a
story of suppressing political criticism by filing costly lawsuits and organizing hate
speech laws (Al Jazeera, 2015). That being said, over the years, journalists,
publications or anyone that was seen to be criticizing the Singapore‟s government or
any other rightful party belonging to the government will be faced with a heavy fine
penalty, or even jailed. One such prominent incident, which happened recently were
the Amos Yee saga – a reviling event that not only drew the attention of the locals,
but foreign media from other parts of the world as well. Teenage blogger Amos Yee
was convicted and sentenced to four weeks of jail-term after he infamously posted a
controversial and subversive video of him simultaneously mocking the late Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew, which at the time appears to be where the country was in
the state of a national mourning after his death, as well as breaking the country‟s
zero tolerance policy on offending other races and religion. While many of the locals
were unhappy by Yee‟s motivations of posting the video, a majority number of
foreigners otherwise supported his views and ideologies, calling him a “martyr” of the
nation (Shad, 2015). The case of this particular teenage blogger has wholeheartedly
restarted conversations in the country about free speech, online censorship, media
ownership and the limits of dissent (Al Jazeera, 2015). The whole saga eventually
reached a whole new level of contention when socio-political and pro-opposition sites
like the now-defunct “The Heart Truths” and “The Real Singapore” supported his
cause and made him a symbol of a courageous fight for the freedom of speech in
Singapore. Furthermore, it is quite the irony that the whole saga has created more
attention and empathy across national borders – from the foreign media like CNN
and Al Jazeera, talk shows, and human rights organizations, whereas our
mainstream local media only provided with the “regular” news on the subject matter
itself, but not as a proper “platform” for the audiences to openly discuss the topic at
hand nor look at it from a more empathetic perspective. From this stance, it does
seemed more like the foreigners did not exactly agreed to the way the government
handled the situation largely, whereas many of the locals felt the complete opposite.
Politically, it is definitely controversial to handcuff a minor teenager.
6.0

RESTRICTIONS ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN SINGAPORE

The on-going arguments and debates in regards to whether the Singapore‟s
government is being too oppressive became a hot-button topic. Singapore is a socalled democratic state as the people are given the right to vote for any other political
parties that are involved during the elections (Article 19, 2005). However, many of
TMC Academic Journal, 2016, 11(1): 55 – 59
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these foreigners felt that Singapore is instead an authoritarian state, with the same
party winning the seats majority of the time for almost every single election up until
now. In addition, Singapore is still considered to be a conservative nation despite
being praised for its economic achievements in transforming into one of the world‟s
major entrepreneur and financial hub (Shad, 2015). The reserved values would go
into conflict with the liberal ideals of the younger generation of today, where a portion
of this younger population also supports Yee‟s arguments for the freedom of speech.
Freedom of speech and the severity of censorship in Singapore have long lingered
public headlines and discussion of the media even before the Amos Yee saga came
to light. In generalization, freedom of speech is the bedrock of a liberal democracy
(Shad, 2015). It is the foundation of liberal values, political opinions, and the basic
freedom, which all citizens are undeniably entitled to. Nonetheless, the people are
still unaware of the extent in which we are all being controlled and suppressed by a
definite ideology. The fundamental principle of the freedom of speech must be one
that is able to unite all of us – the freedom of expression should be able to transcend
the various cultures, race, language, religion, social class and the geographical
borders. It is said that once freedom of speech is used to threaten or discriminate, it
ceases to be a freedom and instead becomes a tool of imprisonment (Flynn, 2015).
Hence, western nations, being an “advocate” of the freedom of speech, are certainly
going to react negatively to what happened to Amos Yee. This is especially so in
countries like the United States where people fought and died to achieve the western
brand of freedom, and to see one being persecuted for speaking his mind is
unquestionably a violation that they would not tolerate.
7.0

CONCLUSION

The responsibility of the media in Singapore at the moment is unlike any other
commercial activity. Freedom of speech and freedom of the press is not just the
proprietary of right of the media owners as they see fit, it is also the right for majority
of the Singaporeans out there. Therefore, for the right to be valued, we need to start
encouraging diversity and openness in the media. This means creating new policies
to encourage a wide range of involvement in media industries by numerous
individuals and switch the concentration of media power from fewer hands. In the
democratic society, there is a space of recognition of media freedom conditions,
which are still under pressure. A citizen can only potentially benefit from stricter
media control only when the benign government is deemed trustworthy. With the
Internet now, it has henceforth paved the way for more genuine news websites with
some newspapers making a developing headway that can ensure stability and
evolution in the new media age.
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